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Specialists get the whole programme
On the following pages we are presenting to you the all-inclusive prod-
uct ranges for selected angling methods that have been put together 
with care and expertise by our BALZER Expert Teams. They have been 
developed as the result of all the past and most recent experience of 
our specialists for the sole purpose of enabling you to pursue your pas-
sion with even greater success.

the Method Feeder range by Michael ZaMMataro!

Just as boilie fishing revolutionised carp fishing many years ago, for 
some time now Method Feeder fishing with mini boilies and pellets has 
been causing plenty of ripples in feeder fishing.

In collaboration with Julian Feuerlein Michael Zammatato has devel-
oped an innovative complete programme for successful Method 
Feeder fishing. Whether it be a rod, reel, accessories or feed, here you 
will find everything you need for successful Method Feeder fishing.

adrenalin c@t catFish range

We have not only high-quality catfish rods, also we have every small 
accessorie carefully thought out and stable manufactured. In addition 
to a robust construction the practicality has top priority. The Adrenalin 
Cat range masters even the toughest conditions in catfish fishing and 
the fight with strong fighting big catfish, so that nothing stands in the 
way of the catch of your life!

For Modern troUt Fishing – the troUt attacK series

Under the name of TROUT ATTACK® our experienced trout profes-
sionals have developed a top series for modern trout lake / lake trout 
fishing. Of course, it is impossible to reinvent the wheel and sbirolino 
and trawling floats are still among the successful methods. However, 
combined with our new innovative baits these techniques are far more 
successful! Also a small range of tremarella products complete the 
trout range.

Jörg strehlow´s edition PiKe-Perch

Jörg Strehlow, one of the famoust pike-perch specialists in Germany, 
has developed a unique programme exclusively for us and we have 
completeted in with his fantastic KAULI.

edition carP

We have developed a small range of accessories for modern carp fish-
ing in close cooperation with our carp-fishing team.

edition lavaret and Perch

A professional program with high quality standard and love of detail 
was developed in collaboration with Swiss experts. 

Also in germany fishing for lavaret becomes more and more popular 
especially in large dams.

For the specialist

Fishing 
Methods
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adrenalin c@t: our complete 
catfish programme
Cat fishing is uncompromising! One should al-
ways keep in mind that the entire Catfish tackle 

eva Underwater Float

lay-oUt Float

ProPeller Underwater Float

ProPeller

Float for buoy fishing and for fishing with fixed 
lines on trees and other obstacles. In addition, 
their use is for fishing with underwater floats 
where it serves as a diverter for the main line. 
The integrated barrel can easily be knotted to 
the float or deflection line, while in the quick-
change swivel the rip cord is mounted. 

Due to the fixed mounting, the lay-out float 
can not slip on the line and line twist is preven-
ted. Thanks to reflector strips it is easy to find 
at night. 

Length 10cm.

The propeller wings meets exactly the criteria 
that a propeller underwater floats needs to pro-
perly racket under water. Already the lightest 
flow is sufficient to rotate the propeller. 

The resulting pressure waves hit when fishing 
with the underwater float rig immediately on 
the catfish bait and provide a great attraction. 

Ideal for fishing with bundle of worms, dead 
bait fish, leeches and other alternative baits.

Despite the subtle presentation, the propeller 
has a special lure effect on the catfish due to 
the rotation of the U-float. Can be used as a 
sole underwater float, but also suitable as a un-
derwater float rig on the leader.

eva Underwater Float xl

Float

XL underwater floats with strong buoyancy and 
carrying capacity for large dead bait fish, bund-
les of worms or calamaris. The floats are made 
of an EVA material that absorbs attractants and 
releases them slowly under water. 

The large line channel allows easy installation, 
even on thick monofilament lines.

EVA underwater floats, available from micro size 
for fishing for careful catfish, to fishing with big 
bundles of worms or other baits. 

The float shape ensures that the current breaks 
when hitting the underwater float, but then 
converges again and this causes no no water 
turbulence on the bait! 

In addition, the float can be sprayed with fla-
vors. The material stores attractants and slowly 
releases them under water. The large line chan-
nel allows easy installation, even on thick mono-
filament lines.

Catfish floats made of relatively soft, yet sturdy 
material. Ideal for buoy fishing, rigging, con-
ventional float or drift fishing. 

In addition, the 50g models are suitable for un-
derwater float rigs to take the tension in front 
of the deflector from the line. The extra long 
pin ensures that the float can be fixed. 
Alternatively, a chemical light can be used  
instead of the pin.

item
no.

order  
no.

Capacity
g

167140

/002 2.5

/005 5

/007 7.5

/010 10

/015 15

/020 20

/025 25

/030 30

/035 35

item
no.

order  
no.

Capacity
g

167140

/060 60

/080 80

/100 100

item
no.

order  
no.

Capacity
g

167150

/050 50

/100 100

/150 150

/200 200

/250 250

item
no.

order  
no.

Capacity
g

167160

/010 10

/015 15

/020 20

/030 30

item
no.

order  
no.

Colour

167230
/001 black

/002 orange

item 
no.

order  
no.

167170 /000

is only as stable as its weakest link. Therefore, 
we have not only high-quality catfish rods, also 
we have every small accessorie carefully 
thought out and stable manufactured. In addi-
tion to a robust construction the practicality 
has top priority. The Adrenalin C@T range mas-
ters even the toughest conditions in catfish 
fishing and the fight with strong fighting big 
catfish, so that nothing stands in the way of the 
catch of your life!

ADRENALIN C@T ADRENALIN C@T

Mono leader line

During the bite and during the fight the catfish  
gets in contact with its powerful jaw and contact 
with the leader line. This soft monofilament has 
an extremely high abrasion resistance, little elon-
gation and it is designed for the fight with capital 
catfish.

Length 50m.

16 x Pe shocK leader line 50M blacK12 x sPliced line 300M orange

12-fold braid for anchor fishing with extremely 
high abrasion resistance, high load capacity 
and knot strength. 

Thanks to the 0.63mm diameter, a large line 
volume can be accommodated on the reel 
spool. The highlight of this line is its splice-abili-
ty. If stones, sunken wood or other obstacles 
appear in the water, the use of a chalk line is 
essential. 

Thanks to its hollow core, a chalk line can be 
threaded or spliced in an instant. The orange 
colour ensures best visibility in all weather and 
light conditions.

The shock leader line is tuned to our „Spliced 
Line“ i.e. main line, so that these two braided 
lines can be spliced together in an instant. 
Fishing for catfish on stone packs, in sunken 
wood or near other obstacles, requires a sturdy 
chalk line. Besides, by hook or by crook a drill 
ensues because the catfish must be kept away 
from the obstacles. 

Length 50m.

sPlice needle

The shock leader line can be connected quickly 
and easily to the main line with the splicing 
needle. The micro-needle head ensures easy 
penetration into the hollow core of the braided 
line and, thanks to the small diameter of the 
needle, it easily slides through the line. The 
eyelet can be closed, so that the line is caught 
and does not slip when threading. The main 
line can be easily threaded on the needle, so 
you get splice seams of more than 20cm. 
Length 10cm.

Kevlar leader line

The leader material is indestructible and desig-
ned for fighting with powerful catfish. The 
tightly woven cord absorbs almost no water, it 
does not fray and it has high abrasion resis-
tance and knot strength. 

Whether for catfish leaders for buoy fishing, 
rigging and fishing with the submerged float or 
for knock mountings and vertical rigs, the braid 
line covers all areas of application for catfish 
fishing. 

The leader line is on a small spool, which is 
equipped with a rotatable core. This allows the 
leader to be unwound quickly and easily wit-
hout the string jumping off the spool.

MonoFilaMent, red

The rip cord is on a small spool, which is equip-
ped with a rotatable core. As a result, the line 
can be unwound quickly and easily without line 
jumping off the spool.

new

item 
no.

order  
no.

diameter
mm

 Strength
kg

167010 /060 0.63mm 81kg

item 
no.

order  
no.

diameter 
mm

 Strength
kg

167020 /085 0.85 132

item 
no.

order  
no.

167030 /001

item
no.

order  
no.

 Strength
kg

Diam.
mm

Length
m

167050
/080 80 0.65 25

/100 100 0.80 15

item 
no.

order 
no.

diameter 
mm

Length 
m

 Strength
kg

167060
/035 0.35 60m 10.8

/045 0.45 50m 15.2item 
no.

order 
no.

diameter 
mm

 Strength
kg

167040
/100 1,00 47

/120 1.20 60

NeW: 1.0mm

NeW: 15g
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swivels

no Knot connector xxl

doUble ball bearing barrel

With the No Knot Connector, the main line can 
be connected to the leader in no time, with al-
most no loss of bearing capacity. Whether for 
vertical fishing, spin fishing or tapping, the knot-
less connector is suitable for all kinds of active 
fishing for catfish. Material: thickness 1mm.

Both barrel loops have ball-bearings and are 
very smooth, which prevents line twist, for ex-
ample by strongly swirling bait, propeller under-
water floats or strong current. In addition, the 
eyelets have a large space so that the smallest 
sand particles do not settle in the barrel and the 
ball bearings can work perfectly in very murky 
waters. 

The barrels can be used for buoy fishing, rigging, 
fishing with underwater float rigs mounting and 
other passive fishing methods.

This carabiner swivel is equipped with our 
smooth-running ball bearing barrel, which 
makes line twists a thing of the past. The swivel 
can be used both for mounting artificial baits as 
well as for using catfish rigs. 

A great and, above all, robust all-round swivel 
that easily withstands even the largest catfish.

A great, angled all-rounder hook that can be 
used with bait fish rigs and bundle of worms for 
example. Ideal for buoy fishing and underwater 
float fishing, as well as for vertical fishing and 
knock mounts. 

The catfish hook has a fully welded hook eye, 
so that the leader line can not be damaged. In 
addition, the eye is quite large, so easily a thick 
monofilament line can be passed twice. 

The extremely sharp hook tip ensures an opti-
mal self-hunt effect and the robust construction 
can easily withstand big catfish.

This treble hook impresses with its robustness 
and its enormously sharp hook tips, which easi-
ly penetrate into the catfish mouth during the 
bite. There is no operational area for active and 
passive catfish fishing, which the hook does not 
easily master.

The main field of application of this catfish 
hook are hair rigs, where it serves both as a 
hook for holding the bait, as well as fishing 
hook. 

In addition, it is very well suited for vertical sys-
tems. 

The fully welded hook eye prevents damage to 
the line while tying. In addition, the eye is quite 
large, so easily a thick monofilament line can be 
passed twice. Despite the small size, the hook 
has a huge robustness. The hook tip has an ext-
reme sharpness.

doUble ball bearing barrel with snaP

QUicK change cliP

Ideal for quick connecting a rip line to the main 
line. The connector can be used in combination 
with the buoy mounting and redirecting under-
water float rigs.

In addition, it can also be used very well for sin-
king stones, as the clip has a great lubricity on 
the main line. 

The connector is easy to squeeze and the rip 
cord can be fixed in no time.

clonK sinKer, coated with silicone

The all-round lead for buoy fishing, fishing 
with fixed lines or any float assemblies. The 
advantage here is that no swivel is needed.
The end of the main line is simply knotted to 
the eye of one ball bearing swivel, while the 
leader is attached to the other eye. In additi-
on, the weight makes it easy to produce 
knock assemblies. The smooth-running ball 
bearing swivels prevent line twist and are in-
ternally connected to a steel axle.

bottoM sinKer

sinKer, coated with silicone

The lead can be used very well in combination 
with the catfish bone. The weight of 250g pro-
vides a very good grip on the bottom of the 
water. 

The flat shape and the pimples also ensures 
that the lead remains on the bottom of the 
water even in strong currents. Therefore, the 
weight can also be used very well for fishing 
with underwater floats on rivers.

The vertical leads are specially designed for active fishing for catfish. The rubberised coating redu-
ces the surface radiation and thus allows an unobtrusive bait presentation. Thanks to the flat un-
derside, the vertical lead can be placed almost silently on the bottom of the water and, thanks to 
the streamline shape, it can be guided more easily under the boat. The two ball-bearing swivels are 
also connected to one another inside by a steel axis making breaking out of the eddies impossible.

Running lead for all kinds of float rigs. They can 
be used for fishing with buoys, fixed lines on 
trees, drift fishing and traditional float fishing. 
With large line channel for easy and quick 
setup. The compact shape ensures that the lead 
weight is not pushed too high even in strong 
currents. The rubber coating reduces the sur-
face radiation and thus allows an unobtrusive 
bait presentation.

single hooK treble hooK

item
no.

order  
no.

weight g

167190

/050 50

/100 100

/150 150

/200 200

/250 250

item
no.

order  
no.

weight g

167210

/050 50

/100 100

/150 150

/200 200

/250 250

item 
no.

order  
no.

weight g

167200 /250 250

item 
no.

order  
no.

Length
mm

Strength
kg

167240 /100 33 50

item 
no.

order  
no.

Length
mm

Strength
kg

167240 /200 35mm 60

item 
no.

order 
no.

size
Strength

kg
Content

167220

/006 6/0 80 5

/007 7/0 100 4

/008 8/0 125 3

item 
no.

order 
no.

size
Strength

kg
Content

167220

/106 6/0 70 5

/107 7/0 90 5

/108 8/0 110 3

/109 9/0 130 3

hooKsleads

catFish hooK

item
no.

order  
no.

size

167250

/004 4/0

/005 5/0

/006 6/0

item
no.

order  
no.

size

167260

/001 1/0

/002 2/0

/003 3/0

item
no.

order  
no.

size

167270

/003 3/0

/004 4/0

/005 5/0

vertical lead, coated with silicone

vertical lead, coated with silicone

vertical lead, coated with silicone

item
no.

order  
no.

weight g

167370

/060 60

/090 90

/120 120

/150 150

/180 180

item
no.

order  
no.

weight g

167360

/060 60

/090 90

/120 120

/150 150

/180 180

bait stoP

Flexible bait stoppers that adapt to the hook 
after setup are important to prevent the bait 
from accidentally slipping off the hook when 
fishing. The bait stops are suitable for bait fish, 
as well as for bundles of worms, leeches and 
other catfish baits.

item 
no.

order  
no.

167130 /000

huge load capacities

roPe 50M

The rope is very sturdy, so that even heavy 
stones can be tied easily for assemblies. 
Nevertheless, the material rots after a short time 
in the water, so that no „garbage“ is left in the 
water.

item 
no.

order  
no.

diameter 
mm

 Length
m

167070 /103 3mm 50m

reMovable lead booM

The lead boom is gliding very smooth on the line 
and it is equipped with a sturdy snap for heavy 
lead weights. The boom is ideal for fishing with 
the bone and fishing with underwater flaots that 
needs to be ejected from the shore. The boom 
has a quick-change function, allowing it to be re-
trofitted to the main line without having to cut 
off the assembly.

item 
no.

order  
no.

length
cm 

167240 /300 6.5cm

All hooks with 
sealed eyes

ADRENALIN C@T ADRENALIN C@T

see also page 278 oWNeR

silicone tUbe, soFt, 50cM

The 5mm tube is ideal for protection of knots. 
The tube is very suitable for treble hooks and 
provides a very good grip. In addition, the UV-
active material additionally provides a bite 
point directly on the bait. The silicone allows 
easy and fast processing. Furthermore, the 
tube can also be used as a bait stop or as a un-
derwater float stopper. The 3mm tube is very 
suitable for single hooks and offers great grip.

item 
no.

order 
no.

Inner diame-
ter mm

Outer diame-
ter mm

167100
/150 ID: 5.0mm OD: 7.8mm

/250 ID: 3.0mm OD: 6.5mm
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lUre Fishing - disc ZocKer

lUre Fishing - doUble sPoon

vertical striKer

disc ZocKer silver disc ZocKer coPPer

doUble sPoon silver doUble sPoon gold doUble sPoon coPPer

item
no.

order  
no.

weight g

167320
/060 60

/080 80

item
no.

order  
no.

weight g

167330
/060 60

/080 80

item
no.

order  
no.

weight g

167340
/060 60

/080 80

item
no.

order  
no.

weight g

167340
/160 60

/180 80

item
no.

order  
no.

weight g

167340
/260 60

/280 80

item
no.

order  
no.

type
weight g

length cm

167350

/101 Bream 80g/12cm

/102 Silver Bream 80g/12cm

/103 Carp 80g/12cm

catFish rigs

7 ready-made rigs for all purposes. All rigs are 
tied to 100kg braided line and only high-end 
hooks are used.

Supplied on foam boards.

This rig can be used with buoy assemblies for 
rigging and drift fishing as well as with all other 
float mounts. The single hook in combination 
with the treble hook is very well suited for use 
with large baitfish. In addition, a large bundle 
of worms from 20 to 25 can be used. 

Bearing capacity of the line: 100kg.

This rig can be used with buoy assemblies for 
rigging and drift fishing as well as with all other 
float mounts. The leader is equipped with a 
stable and very sharp treble hook, which is very 
well suited to the presentation of a bundle of 
worms. In addition, smaller baitfish can be of-
fered with this assembly. 

Bearing capacity of the line: 100kg.

The underwater float leader can be used both 
for using lead assemblies as well as using assem-
blies with stones. The two single hooks are very 
well suited for use with baitfish, whereby even 
large groups of worms can be mounted. 

Bearing capacity of the line: 100kg.

The underwater float leader can be used both 
for using lead assemblies as well as using assem-
blies with stones. The leader is equipped with a 
stable and very sharp treble hook which is very 
well suited for the presentation of baitfish and 
worm bundles. 

Bearing capacity of the line: 100kg.

The underwater float leader can be used both 
for using lead assemblies as well as using assem-
blies with stones. The leader is equipped with a 
sturdy and very sharp treble hook, which is 
very well suited for the presentation of a bund-
le of worms or small baitfish. 

Bearing capacity of the line: 100kg.

The underwater float leader can be used both 
for using lead assemblies as well as using assem-
blies with stones. The single hook in combinati-
on with the treble hook is very well suited for 
use with medium sized baitfish. In addition,  a 
large bundle of worms can be used. 

Bearing capacity of the line: 100kg.

The underwater float leader can be used both 
for using lead assemblies as well as using assem-
blies with stones. The single hook in combinati-
on with the treble hook is very well suited for 
use with large sized baitfish. In addition,  a 
large bundle of worms can be used. 

Bearing capacity of the line: 100kg.

allroUnd rig with 30g Uw-Float

worM rig with 30g Uw-FloatFloat rig 1 Float rig 2

dead bait rig with 35g Uw-FloatworM rig with 20g Uw-Float dead bait rig with 25g Uw-Float

item 
no.

order  
no.

hook 
size

Length cm
Strenght kg

167280 /100
single 4/0, 
treble 3/0

100cm
100kg

item 
no.

order  
no.

hook size
Uw float

Length cm
Strenght kg

167280 /400
treble 2/0

Uw float 20g
200cm
100kg

item 
no.

order  
no.

hook size
Uw float

Length cm
Strenght kg

167280 /600
s. 4/0, s.6/0 
Uw float 30g

200cm
100kg

item 
no.

order  
no.

hook 
size

Length cm
Strenght kg

167280 /200
treble hook 

3/0
100cm
100kg

item 
no.

order  
no.

hook size
Uw float

Length cm
Strenght kg

167280 /500
s. 4/0, tr.2/0 
Uw float 25g

200cm
100kg

item 
no.

order  
no.

hook size
Uw float

Length cm
Strenght kg

167280 /700
s. 6/0, tr.3/0 
Uw float 35g

200cm
100kg

item 
no.

order  
no.

hook size
Uw float

Length cm
Strenght kg

167280 /300
treble 3/0

Uw float 30g
200cm
100kg

Bream, carp and gull are the main food of the Wallers in many waters. Therefore, we have imitated this 
natural bait fish very realistic with this vertical bait. In addition to its natural design, the bait has a spe-
cial running behavior that lures even biting Waller out of reserve. If you jerk the bait while vertical fishing 
from the boat, it breaks unpredictable to the sides and flutters back to the bottom of the water. In 
addition, the artificial lure can also throw off the shore and catch up slowly, where it can give it here 
with slight jigging an additional attraction.

The Disc Zocker is a true long casting wonder. 
Less action than the Double Spoon Blinker, 
making it the perfect choice for catfish that prefer 
lean baits with light play and attack floating or 
lean prey fish. Can be guided close to the surface 
as well as down deep. Just throw it out and crank 
it up slowly. Available in the colours copper and 
silver at 60-80g. Tip: Can also be used as a classic 
zocker under the boat.

Thanks to its shape, the Double Spoon Blinker not only runs seductively through the water, but also produces the desired „clapping“ as soon as it hits the 
surface of the water. All models are additionally equipped with red and silver reflectors, which cause additional reflections, especially in the sunshine. Available 
in the colours copper, silver and gold and weighing between 60-80g.

ADRENALIN C@T ADRENALIN C@T

clonK set

item 
no.

order  
no.

measures

167000 /010 42 cm

Tapping with the clonk set is a very popular and above all very exciting 
fishing method. Depending on the water depth, it is important to use a sui-
table wood to attract the catfish. With our clonk set you always have the 
right knocking wood. The three differently shaped replaceable heads make 
it possible to adapt the head shape and the resulting pressure waves as well 
as the knocking sound to the water depth at any time. Thus, only one wood 
is needed, which can be used successfully in all depth ranges. The wood lies 
perfectly in the hand, allows an easy handling and is also robust. The clonk 
set is delivered in a noble transport box with magnetic closure.

Delivered in a noble transport 
box with magnetic closure
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UnhooKing Mat

item 
no.

order  
no.

size 
m

167000 /001 3 x 2 m

MeasUre taPe

oUtdoor laMP

item 
no.

order  
no.

lenght m

167000 /003 5

item 
no.

order  
no.

size cm

167000 /016 17 x 11 cm

doUble bell

The Double Bell makes an enormous noise so you can be torn out from a 
deep sleep phase. The clip sits perfect on the rod blank so that it does not 
fly away even when when you set a hard hit. The clamp is equipped with 
a rubber cover to protect the rod blank. With 2 integrated chemical light 
holders.

item 
no.

order  
no.

167080 /001

The unhooking mat should be moistened before use to protect the skin of 
the catfish. The large mat provides enough space for big catfish and it is 
equipped with a measuring scale. In addition, the unhooking mat is provided 
with metal eyelets so that it can be fixed with banksticks in the bottom and 
a measuring tape can be additionally fixed. With Velcro straps for transport. 
Measuring scale up to 2.80m.

With the measure tape even large catfish can be accurately measured. At the 
end of the tape is a metal eyelet which can be attached to the length deter-
mination of the catfish, for example, on a bank stick to get accurate results. 
After the measurement process, the tape can be easily rewound using the 
hand crank. Measuring scale: up to 5m. Stable and shockproof housing.

•	1 LED, 50 lumens
•	2 light settings: white LED and red night-LED
•	Burn time approx. 15 hours (depends on the quality of batteries)
•	Hanging hook
•	Operation with 4 AA batteries (not included)

bone

bone

The bone assembly is probably the easiest and most successful method for 
catfish fishing from the shore. 

After a boom with its remaining lead (recommended 250g) and a rubber 
bead as a knot protection on the main line have been threaded, the line is 
knotted to the swivel of the bone. In the other swivel the catfish rig is con-
nected and the bone setup is ready! 

Once the bait is mounted, the assembly can be sent to the fishing spot using 
the two-rod technique. The lead goes down to the bottom of the water and 
the bone stays on the water surface. Thus, the assembly can not expel even 
in a current and the bait can be presented just below the water surface. 

The bone is provided with a thick braided line and the rounded openings en-
sure that the line can not be damaged during the bite. 

In addition, the bone can be equipped with 2 chemical lights - the buoyancy 
of the 2 floats ensure that the chemical lights point upwards.

Our Boom is now also available in 2m. It is made of two parts and so can be 
disassembled for ease of carrying.

Can be disassembled for ease of carrying because of its two sections..

item 
no.

order  
no.

Size

167180 /000 100cm

item 
no.

order  
no.

Size

167180 /001 200cm, 2 sections

bUoy

The buoy assembly is one of the most popular methods for fishing for 
catfish because the bait can be presented almost anywhere in the water 
and in every water depth. It has a small pack size and can be pumped up 
in no time. The robust rubber material is equipped with four eyelets for 
all applications. As desired, both the orange and the black side can be ali-
gned upwards. At the lower eyelet, the rope and stone can be attached 
to hold the buoy at the fishing spot. The two lateral metal eyelets are 
used for attaching boom lines including floats. In addition, the buoy can 
also serve as a reflector. The supplied reflective tape can be attached as 
needed and makes it easier to find it in the dark.

item 
no.

order  
no.

size cm
L x W

167000 /002 30 x 30

Plastic bead blacK

A plastic bead is mounted in front of and be-
hind the Propeller UW float so that it can rotate 
easily and does not catch on the stopper. In ad-
dition, the beads are also suitable as knot pro-
tection and as stopper beads on running float 
assemblies.

Ideal for fixing underwater floats on braided 
leader lines. In addition, they can be used for 
depth adjustment with running floats. Extra 
solid rubber for firm grip.

The transparent rubber line stoppers can be 
used very well for fixing UW floats on monofila-
ment lines and provide a firm grip.

line stoPPer xxxl blacK line stoPPer transParent

item 
no.

order  
no.

diameter 
mm

167100 /008 8

item 
no.

order  
no.

167120 /001

item 
no.

order  
no.

167120 /002

ADRENALIN C@T ADRENALIN C@T
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ADRENALIN C@T ADRENALIN C@T
bags bags

rig bag

item 
no.

order  
no.

size cm
L x W

167000 /009 39 x 21.5

cloth bag

item 
no.

order  
no.

size cm
L x W x H

167000 /008 40 x 65 x 30

waterstoP bag with hard cover

item 
no.

order  
no.

size cm
L x W x H

167000 /007 45 x 30 x 30

container

item 
no.

order  
no.

size cm
L x W x H

167000 /006 25 x 15 x 12

tacKle bag

item 
no.

order  
no.

size cm
L x W x H

167000 /011 25 x 15 x 25

container set

item 
no.

order  
no.

size cm
L x W x H

167000 /012 36 x 26 x 10.5

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W x H

167000 /014 38.5 x 27.5 x 12

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W x H

167000 /015 38.5 x 27.5 x 8

This box is a real space saver. Thanks to the variable compartments you can 
store a lot of tackle in the upper compartments. The generous layout in the 
lower compartment also accommodates large accessories such as pliers, kni-
ves, spools or smaller additional boxes. Cover with UV protection! 

The Rig Bag is equipped with 10 spacious transparent pockets, so that 
even long catfish rigs with large underwater floats and treble hooks can 
easily be stowed. The pockets can also be used for the kink-free storage 
of thick monofilament rigs as well as braided rigs. 

The individual transparent covers can be firmly closed by means of a zip-
per.

The tackle bag is made of a waterproofed PVC material and it is equipped 
with a hard lid for storing various items. 

The lid covers the edges all over the bag so that the zipper is located 
below the large opening and thus no water can get into the interior. 

The bag can be completed with our containers, tackle boxes and mesh 
bag, all of which are tailored to the bag. Thus, the tackle bag can be 
adapted to the needs of the angler.

The Tackle Container Set consists of 5 different sized containers and they 
are designed for the Waterstop Bag, so you can put together your own 
bag system suitable for his fishing tackle. The containers are made of a 
waterproof material and they have overlapping lids, whereby the zipper is 
below the opening and thus can not get rainwater into the interior. The 
transparent lid allows a quick recognition of the contents even when 
closed.

The Tackle containers are available in different sizes and they are tailored 
to the Waterstop Bag, so you can combine your own bag system suitable 
for your different fishing tackle. 

The containers are made of waterproofed material and they have over-
lapping lids, whereby the zipper is below the opening and thus can not 
get rainwater into the interior. The transparent lid allows a quick recogni-
tion of the contents even when closed.

The Tackle containers are available in different sizes and they are tailored 
to the Waterstop Bag, so you can combine your own bag system suitable 
for your different fishing tackle. 

The containers are made of a waterproof material and they have overlap-
ping lids, whereby the zipper is below the opening and thus can not get 
rainwater into the interior. The transparent lid allows a quick recognition 
of the contents even when closed.

During the test phase, the waterproof cloth bag had to stay in the water for 
24 hours and was then pressed under water for a few seconds when closed. 
The taped seams ensure that no water can get through from below or the 
sides. 
Thanks to the roll-up opening, no water gets inside when it rains. Thus, you 
have always dry and clean clothes on longer catfish tours. 
With large opening for easy storage and removal of clothing.

Variable and extra high compartment arrangements characterise this box. 
Ideal for large artificial baits an tackle. Cover with UV protection!

adrenalin cat single coMPartMent box

adrenalin cat 2-coMPartMents box

net bag / dry bag

item 
no.

order  
no.

size cm
L x W x H

167000 /005 39 x 25 x 30

The net bag has a rubberized mesh and fits into the waterstop bag. With this 
combination, for example, bait fish can be quickly and easily transported to 
the water. 
Furthermore, the net bag is very well suited as a drying bag. Catfish ropes, 
gloves, floats or other wet tackle can be left to dry in the bag or stored for 
return transport.

boat sacK l 56l

item 
no.

order  
no.

size cm
H x W x D

167000 /013 48 x 28 x 24

Handy and compact and therefore ideal for the boat. The boat sack can 
last 24 hours in the rain and be briefly pressed under water for a short 
while in the closed state. The taped seams ensure that no water can get 
through from below or the sides. 

Thanks to the roll-up opening, no water gets inside when it rains. Thus, 
the tackle or clothing stays dry even on longer catfish tours. In addition, 
other items can be stowed in the bag, which must be protected against 
water or rain. 

The bag can be rolled up, closed with clips and has a practical shoulder 
strap.

Size open: Height 64 cm, width 38 cm, depth 25 cm. Closed: Height 48 
cm, width 28 cm, depth 24 cm.
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item-
no.

order-
no.

Length cm
Weight g

Content/Colour

166030 /152 15cm/19g 1 66030: /215, /315, /615

original KaUli coloUred assortMents - 15 cM

Assorted set of the most common Kaulis in 15 cm.  The bait in the 
self-service packs are all mixed differently.   
So you are always well prepared for all situations.

deliveRy While 

stock lasts

KaUli holo 12 cM / 10gr

The KAULI perfectly camouflaged: hard luck for 
predators
Put it to the test and place a genuine little fish on your hand: you will be 
amazed at the reflections you see there! Depending on the direction in 
which you rotate the little fish, the play of colours of its scales will 
change. Nature is so perfect that it almost takes your breath away.

Anyone who has spent one of those days by the water when, due to 
major changes to the air pressure or a massive drop in the temperature of 
the water, there was simply no chance of catching a pike-perch (or even a 

single pike), is bound to have wished to have a real baitfish on the rod.

But that’s not necessary! With the KAULI HOLO in the six new mineral-
effect colours they are so damned close to nature that the illusion is per-
fect. The different décors provide the perfect alternative for all light con-
ditions on days spent fishing when until recently we went home with 
empty hands.

siNkiNg

Jörg Strehlow’s Edition Zander/Pike-Perch Jörg Strehlow’s Edition Zander/Pike-Perch

The original KAULI
The Kauli has a very filigree play. And secondly, 
the rubber is treated with fish oil, making it 
even more irresistible! This Kauli floats and  
they are suitable for both Lazybones fishing 
and for jigging; furthermore, they can also be 
used for angling according toe American me-
thods, for example for dropshot fishing or on a 
Texas and Carolina rig.

original KaUli 12 cM / 10 graMs

original KaUli 15 cM / 19 graMs

original KaUli 9 cM / 6 graMsoriginal KaUli 6 cM / 1.5 graMs

item
no.

order
no.

Colour
Length

cm

166030

/312 d White-Blue-Red 12

/712 h Blue-Silver-Red 12

/932 P Trout 12

item
no.

order
no.

Colour
Lg. cm
Wg. g

166050

/012 a Blue-Transparent 12cm/10g

/112 b Pink-Transparent 12cm/10g

/212 c Yellow-Transp. 12cm/10g

/312 d Roach 12cm/10g

/412 e Transparent-Ret 12cm/10g

item
no.

order
no.

Colour
Length

cm

166030

/015 a Motoroil-Glitter 15

/115 b Blue-Silver-Glitter 15

/215 c Pearl-Silver 15

/315 d White-Blue-Red 15

/415 e Transp.-Silver-Red 15

/515 F Transp.-Silver-Pink 15

/615 g Yellow-Silver 15

/715 h Blue-Silver-Red 15

/815 i Mushroom 15

/915 J Törtel 15

/916 K Blue-Pinky 15

/917 l Amber 15

/918 M Black-Red-Glitter 15

/925 n Perch 15

/933 P Trout 15

item
no.

order
no.

Colour
Length

cm

166030

/109 b Blue-Silver-Glitter 9

/209 c Pearl-Silver 9

/309 d White-Blue-Red 9

/609 g Yellow-Silver 9

/709 h Blue-Silver-Red 9

/910 K Blue-Pinky 9

/920 M Black-Red-Glitter 9

/927 o Orange 9

/931 P Trout 9

item
no.

order
no.

Colour
Length

cm

166030

/106 b Blue-Silver-Glitter 6

/706 h Blue-Silver-Red 6

/806 i Mushroom 6

/906 J Törtel 6

/907 K Blue-Pinky 6

/908 l Amber 6

/919 M Black-Red-Glitter 6

/926 o Orange 6

/930 P Trout 6

deliveRy While 

stock lasts

KaUli active 12 cM

KaUli active 12 cM / 12.5g

item
no.

order
no.

Colour
Length

cm

166040

/012 a Motoroil-Glitter 12

/112 b Blue-Silver-Glitter 12

/312 c White-Blue-Red 12

/412 d Transp.-Silver-Red 12

/612 e Yellow-Silver 12

/712 F Blue-Silver-Red 12

/912 g Törtel 12

/913 h Blue-Pinky 12

/921 i Black-Red-Glitter 12

/928 J Orange 12

/932 K Trout 12

siNkiNg

deliveRy While 

stock lasts

However there are situations by the water where one is better advised to 
use bait which develops more “self-initiative”. That is why we have the 
KAULI ACTIVE! In spite of its broad tail stock and the comparatively large 
tail plate, it can be catapulted over very long casting distances without 
any rollovers and without fluttering in the air. 

The compact design clearly reveals that it is member of the KAULI family 
and ensures excellent bait control underwater because it glides like an 
arrow through the current because it can also be guided excellently 
against the current. 

Furthermore, it offers the water so little resistance that the KAULI 
ACTIVE can be conducted around perfectly with the current. Experts 
know that when the bait reaches its “tipping point” one often gets the 
most heaviest pike-perch onto the hook. As soon as the KAULI ACTIVE 
begins to sink it starts its tantalising dance which comes from the ribbed, 
flat tail stock and the specially constructed tail plate. 

Even when fishing with the current and stopping on the spot this Kauli 
starts to run and drives pike, zander and perch crazy!

a b

c d

e

a b

c d

e

i

F

J

g

K
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h
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n
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a b

c d

g

e

h

i J

F
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BARSCHFELCHEN

ax

Professional rigs developed in collaboration with our Swiss experts.   
Right from the first glimpse one recognises the high quality standard and love of detail. 

So it is little wonder that these rigs are frequently better for catching by far than many others.

On the foam rewinders the lavaret 
rigs can be fixed perfectly.

Very high-quality lavaret rigs. The nymphs are 
sealed with epoxy varnish. Due to the special 
loop binding the nymphs move very naturally.

Very luring perch rig attached to fluorocarbon. 
All rubber baits are UV-active!   
Supplied on a winding board!

The 2 barbed hook prevent the rubber bait 
from sliding on the rear side so that the rubber 
slides onto the shank - simply fantastic!

Perch rigs 

Lavaret/Perch
lavaret rigs

lavaret rig 1

Perch rig Micro Minnow, 3cM

Perch rig worM, 5.5cM

lavaret rig 3

Perch rig creatUre ii, 4.5cM

big Perch rig, 6.0cM

Perch rig with leaF tail, 6cM

lavaret rig 2

Perch rig creatUre i, 4cM

Perch rig with bUllet tail, 5cM

item- 
no.

order-  
no.

Hook-
size

Length
cm

Line Ø
mm

147880

/001 12 180 0.24/0.21

/101 14 210 0.24/0.21

/201 12 180 0.21/0.18

/301 14 210 0.21/0.18

item- 
no.

order-  
no.

Hook-
size

Length
cm

Line Ø
mm

147820 /010 8 175 0.25

item- 
no.

order-  
no.

Hook-
size

Length
cm

Line Ø
mm

147820 /013 6 175 0.25

item- 
no.

order-  
no.

Hook-
size

Length
cm

Line Ø
mm

147880

/003 12 180 0.24/0.21

/103 14 210 0.24/0.21

/203 12 180 0.21/0.18

/303 14 210 0.21/0.18

item- 
no.

order-  
no.

Hook-
size

Length
cm

Line Ø
mm

147820 /012 4 175 0.25

item- 
no.

order-  
no.

Hook-
size

Length
cm

Line Ø
mm

147890 /016 6 175 0.35

item- 
no.

order-  
no.

Hook-
size

Length
cm

Line Ø
mm

147820 /015 6 175 0.25

item- 
no.

order-  
no.

Hook-
size

Length
cm

Line Ø
mm

147880

/002 12 180 0.24/0.21

/102 14 210 0.24/0.21

/202 12 180 0.21/0.18

/302 14 210 0.21/0.18

item- 
no.

order-  
no.

Hook-
size

Length
cm

Line Ø
mm

147820 /011 4 175 0.25

item- 
no.

order-  
no.

Hook-
size

Length
cm

Line Ø
mm

147820 /014 6 175 0.25

FluoRocaRboN 

leadeR

extRa 

stRoNg

soMe tacKle For lavaret Fishing

edition iM 12 lavaret
item- 
no.

order-
no.

Length
m

Sec. Transp.-
Length m

weight
g

Casting
weight g

Handle

112230 /210 2.10 2+1 1.10 80 - natural cork

Wonderfully filigree lavaret rod made of IM-12 carbon fibre developed 
by Swiss lavaret specialists. The extremely parabolic blank reduces the 
proportion of escapers to a minimum, yet it is powerful enough to play 
several fish safely. Supplied with 1 exchangeable tip.

item-
no.

order- 
no.

weight
g

107970 /000 120

tactics ax

Extra leightweight Nottingham reel made of 
Aluminium for fishing for lavarets or perch.

•	2 japanese ball bearings
•	Spool made of aluminium
•	Weight 120g
•	Lockable drag (releases during fight)

item
no.

order
no.

Length
m

Sec. Transp.-
Length m

Wt.
g

Casting
weight g

Handle

111370

/180 1.80 2 0.97 106 – Cork

/210 2.10 2 1.11 116 – Cork

/240 2.40 2 1.28 136 – Cork

/000 Spare tip soft

/001 Spare tip medium

diabolo x lavaret

Special rod for lavaret and perch fishing. Ultra light version but strong 
enough to lift 3 or more lavarets at one time. With 1 tip (soft) which 
can be converted, if required, with separately available interchangeable 
tips.
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SbirolinosTrout Attack®

Under the name of TROUT ATTACK® our experienced trout professionals 
have developed a top series for modern trout-lake fishing.

Of course, there is no way we can reinvent the wheel and Sbirolino and 
trolling floats are still among the successful methods. However, combined 
with our new innovative baits these techniques are far more successful!

These days specialists are target fishing for trout with the Drop Shot me-
thod. With the right technique and our TROUT ATTACK® Drop Shot pro-
gram it is still possible to achieve massive catches, while your neighbours 
are simply shaking their heads in resignation.

The complete program for maximum success at 
trout lakes

Power sbiros

The Power Sbiros can be exchanged in a matter of seconds without cutting the line. This enables you to vary greatly in reaction to changing situations 
and you are guaranteed to catch more than your neighbour! The principle corresponds to that of a Catharinen lead. The little tube  remains on the 
line; the slit body can be changed as desired.

The attractively packed sets contain 2 little tubes and 3 Power Sbiros each (10 g, 15 g and 20 g). All the Sbiros can be combined with one  another.

Nearly invisible, for surface and 
middle water fishing. Weighs 
under water only 1/5 of the 
casting weight. blister packed.

sbirolino halF-sinKing
item
no. 

order
no.

Weight
g

151100

/110 10

/115 15

/120 20

/125 25

/130 30

/140 40

item
no. 

order
no.

Weight
g

150110

/010 10

/015 15

/020 20

/025 25

/030 30

item
no. 

order
no.

Weight
g

150110

/210 10

/215 15

/220 20

/225 25

/230 30

item
no. 

order
no.

Weight
g

150110

/110 10

/115 15

/120 20

/125 25

/130 30

item
no. 

order
no.

Weight
g

150110

/310 10

/315 15

/320 20

/325 25

/330 30

item
no. 

order
no.

Weight
g

150100

/110 10

/115 15

/120 20

/125 25

/130 30

/140 40

sbirolino Floating (blister) 

sbirolino Floating slow sinKingsUPer slow sinKing sinKing

Transparent, nearly invisible 
sbirolino for fishing on the 
surface.   
blister packed.

sbirolinos with iMMersion dePth data and barcode

sbirolinos blister PacKed

Sbirolinos with diving depths and barcodes
Top processed sbirolinos with 4 different diving depths, which are also noted on the sbirolinos. Due to the different colour rings on 
the Sbirolinos the depth of the model can be seen in the equipment box immediately. On every Sbirolino a barcode is printed! Since 
the fish is looking in direction of the sky the white colour of the sbirolino is almost invisible to the fish.

immersion depth:  
Blue ring: floating, 0m  
Green ring: super slow sinking, 0.5-2m 
Yellow ring: slow sinking, 1.5-3m 
Red ring: sinking, 2.5-5m

item
no. 

order
no.

Weight
g

160000 /000 10 (6g), 15 (10g), 20 (14g)

set Power sbiro Floating
item
no. 

order
no.

Weight
g

160000 /100 10, 15, 20

set Power sbiro, slow-sinKing

item
no. 

order
no.

Weight
g

160490

/007 7

/010 10

/015 15

/020 20

/025 25

/030 30

troUt attacK troUt egg

Developed for surface fishing for trouts. Guarantees long casts and 
even at long distance a good visibility. Available from 10 to 40g. On 
each package is a self assembly manual.

bottoM boUncer ibottoM boUncer i assortMent

By the bottom bouncer the lead ball lies on the bottom and the wooden 
stock stands upright and lets the line run smoothly through the eye. 
Ideal for fishing with pop-up rigs.

It couldn’t be faster: the weights can be exchanged while you are fish-
ing within seconds by means of a thread. This makes you incredibly 
flexible! Weights: 8, 10, 12 and 15 g.

item no. order no. weight g

160030

/005 5

/008 8

/010 10

/012 12

/015 15

/020 20

/025 25

/030 30

item no. order no. weight g

160030 /400  8, 10, 12, 15

sPecial boUncer and sbirolinos

For threading the line through the Sbiro linos.

line-threading aid

item
no. 

order
no.

160350 /002
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Trout Attack®

item-no. order-no. Weight g

160060

/103 3g

/104 4g

/105 5g

/107 7g

/109 9g

item-no. order-no.

160060 /050

troUt attacK glass sticKs disPlay

troUt attacK glass sticKs

The Trout Stick glass weights can be used like a running lead on the 
line. They can be used as a lead substitute for invisible fishing or instead 
of a sbirolino as a casting weight.

Glass weights in practical display with 50 Trout Sticks glass weights.
Content: each 10 Trout Sticks in 3, 4, 5, 7 and 9g.
Trout Sticks can be ordered separately.

item-
no.

order-
no.

Content

160370 /000 appr. 150 pcs. mixed

160530

/000 appr. 150 pcs., red

/001 appr. 150 pcs., white

/002 appr. 150 pcs., yellow

PoP-UP balls

Pop-up polystyrene balls sizes 5-7 mm. 
Ideal for pop-up bottom rigs.
Contents: approx. 150 balls.

soFt salMon roe

Buoyant soft rubber salmon roe. They are 
fished together with natural bait on pop-up 
rigs, e.g. with our ground sensor.

item-
no.

order-
no.

160390 /000
item-
no.

order- 
no.

Ø
mm

160360

/004 4

/006 6

/008 8

soFt rUbber beads

To protect the swivelknot, it cushions the 
Sbirolino excellently.

item
no. 

order
no.

160580 /000

sbirolino line stoPPer xl

Ensures that the knots between the sbirolino 
and the swivel are protected.

Pilot balls willi Frosch

Is drawn onto the line like a float and locked 
in place with a stick. The balls can be changed 
without the cutting the line! So you can react 
quickly to changing light conditions.

item-
no.

order-
no.

Ø
mm

Colour

160600

/012 12 yellow

/015 15 yellow

/020 20 yellow

/112 12 orange

/115 15 orange

/120 20 orange

item no. order no. g

160010
/004 4

/006 6

item no. order no. g

160440

/003 3

/004 4

/005 5

item no. order no. g

160010

/102 2

/103 3

/104 4

/105 5

/106 6

»troUt attacK« trolling Float

troUt attacK with sliM JiM Float 1

chystal Float with silicone lead

Float for trolling and traditional angling. 
Matching trolling lead included.

Slender inline float for trolling and traditional 
angling. Supplied in a self-service packet incl. 
a matching glass weight.

Invisible trawling float with matching silicone 
lead. Also as fixed or sliding float useable. 
Self-service package.

item no. order no. g

160020

/004 4

/006 6

/008 8

item no. order no. g

160420

/003 3

/004 4

/005 5

item no. order no. Weight g

160590

/002 2

/003 3

/004 4

/005 5

/006 6
item no. order no. g

160470

/003 3

/004 4

/005 5

item no. order no. g cm

160010

/202 2 19.5

/203 3 23.5

/204 4 28.5

»troUt attacK« trolling Float

troUt attacK droP with sliM JiM 2

rUnning lead with silicone cover

troUt attacK Float with sliM JiM

troUt Float with silicone lead

Float for long distance casts. Including match-
ing trolling lead!

Float corpus for longer casts. For trolling and 
traditional angling. Supplied in a self-service 
packet including a matching glass weight.

Protects line extremely well. Ideal to leaden all  
kinds of float and trolling assemblies.

Depending on the light conditions it is possible 
to fish with the red or yellow tip.

troUt attacK with sliM JiM Float 3

troUt attacK Float with sliM JiM

For trolling and traditional angling. Supplied 
including a matching glass weight.

trolling Floats 

Trout Attack®

item no. order no. g

160430

/003 3

/004 4

/005 5

item no. order no. g

160540

/003 3

/004 4

/005 5

With matchiNg 

slim jim

With matchiNg 

slim jim
With matchiNg 

lead

Pilot balls – roUnd
item.-

no.
order.-

no.
length/
width

Content

158820

/200 9 mm 10

/205 12 mm 9

/210 15 mm 8

/215 20 mm 8

/220 23 mm 6

/225 27 mm 4

Pilot balls – oval
item.-

no.
order.-

no.
length/
width

Content

158830

/200 15x7mm 10

/205 18x9mm 9

/210 20x10mm 8

/215 25x11mm 8

/220 30x12mm 6

/225 35x13mm 4

Pilot Floats For Fixing

Are drawn onto the line and fixed like a stopper. a

c

b

d

F

e

g

a eb c Fd

J

g h i

h

J

i
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item-no. order-no. Aroma

160080

/000 Bee Grubs

/001 Liver / Blood

/002 Gammarus

/003 Salmon Egg

/004 Trout

/005 Garlic

troUt attacK aroMasPray

These 100 % naturally pure aromas significantly improve the catching 
capacity of all kinds of bait. With a practical sprayer!  Content 10ml.

Sbirolino	fishing	–	Trout	AttackSbirolino	fishing	–	Trout	Attack

item
no. 

order
no.

160730 /000

item
no. 

order
no.

160720 /000

Plier For bee Maggots bee Maggot QUicKiesbee-Maggot hair rigs, 60 cM

bee-Maggot hair rigs, 140 cM

Indispensable tool for fixing the hook bait like 
bee maggots in the pellet tape. Simply stick 
the pliers into the pellet tape; as you press 
them the jaws open and the maggost can be 
inserted into the tape. 

The quickies turn any hook into a hair rig in a 
matter of seconds! Draw the quickie onto the 
hook, stick the bee maggot into the silicone 
ring using the spreader forceps and you’re 
ready to go!

bee-Maggot hair rigs ans accessories

There is a silicone ring on the hair. Use the spreader forceps to open the ring and stick the bee maggot into the ring. The maggots don’t escape, they play 
temptingly.

item
no. 

order
no.

Hook size / 
line diameter

Leader
length cm

160710

/006 6 / 0,22 mm 60

/008 8 / 0,20 mm 60

/010 10 / 0,18 mm 60

item
no. 

order
no.

Hook size / 
line diameter

Leader
length cm

160700

/006 6 / 0,22 mm 140

/008 8 / 0,20 mm 140

/010 10 / 0,18 mm 140

doUgh shaPerdoUgh shaPer dUo

Turns a ball of dough into an irresistible,  rotating »spinner blade« in 
seconds and then catches more fish! Instructions for use enclosed

Combi dough former with duo mold insert for possible simultaneous 
molding. A bee maker and or a classic dough former. Ideal bait form for 
perfect rotation. With spring for automatic opening.

2 bait forms can be build si-
multaneously

item-
no.

order-
no.

size

160380
/000 small-med.

/001 large

item-
no.

order-
no.

Size

160380 /002 duo

troUt attac garlic troUt Paste

doUgh shaPer and accessories

Perfect consistency. The dough is slightly tough making it excellent to 
shape and it remains on the hook for a long time.  
Amino acids to which trout are particularly partial are mixed into the 
dough. All types have glitter particles mixed in and they have a very 
strong garlic aroma which has long since been discovered to be especially 
good for catching. Supplied in a 50g jar.

item-
no.

order-
no.

Packing unit 50 g 

185450

/100 Garlic-White
/101 Garlic-Red

/102 Garlic-Black

/103 Garlic-Chartreuse

/104 Garlic-Yellow

/105 Garlic-Rainbow

With gaRlic aRoma

item-
no.

order-
no.

160070 /000

bee Maggot oil

A 100 % natural product which serves primarily to release the dough 
well from the dough shaper. Simply brush the cheeks of the dough sha-
per with the oil.

item-
no.

order-
no.

184570 /030

item-
no.

order-
no.

160570 /010

item-
no.

order-
no.

Length
cm

160350
/000 15

/001 18

troUt attacK disgorger

3 in 1 wonder tool

rod holder

Probably the best digorger on the market. 
Releases the hook fast and safely without the 
tip getting stuck in the gullet.

Many anglers have been waiting for this for a 
long time: a professional hook remover, fish 
bat and a knife blade to kill the fish. That’s 
what the new wonder tool has to offer! The 
hook remover and blade can be stowed away 
in the tool for convenient transportation.

This telescopic rod holder can hold up to 3 
rods. The special feature is that it can be fol-
ded like an umbrella.

Dimensions:
Minimum height: 24cm.
Maximum height 49cm. 
Transport dimension 39cm.

item
no. 

order
no.

184570 /031

sPare hooK reMover For wonder tool

Fits to our wonder tool. extra large.
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Clever lid:
The colour indicates the aroma.

Flat axle, therefore 
mega flexible

Youtube videoExtra large distance 
between the slats - 
super flexible

Mix 1: sUnny sKy/clear water

Mix 1: sUnny sKy/clear water

Mix 1: sUnny sKy/clear water
Mix 4: cloUdy sKy/cloUdy water

Mix 4: cloUdy sKy/cloUdy water

Mix 4: cloUdy sKy/cloUdy waterMix 3: cloUdy sKy/clear water

Mix 3: cloUdy sKy/clear water

Mix 3: cloUdy sKy/clear water

Mix 3: cloUdy sKy/clear waterMix 2: sUnny sKy/cloUdy water

Mix 2: sUnny sKy/cloUdy water

Mix 2: sUnny sKy/cloUdy water

Mix 2: sUnny sKy/cloUdy water
Mix 1: sUnny sKy/clear water

Mix 4: cloUdy sKy/cloUdy water

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160640
/105 Garlic 5cm / 1g

/107 Garlic 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160660
/105 Pellet 5cm / 1g

/107 Pellet 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160690
/105 sweat cheese 5cm / 1g

/107 sweat cheese 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160640
/405 Garlic 5cm / 1g

/407 Garlic 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160660
/405 Pellet 5cm / 1g

/407 Pellet 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160690
/405 sweat cheese 5cm / 1g

/407 sweat cheese 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160650
/305 Fish 5cm / 1g

/307 Fish 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160640
/305 Garlic 5cm / 1g

/307 Garlic 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160660
/305 Pellet 5cm / 1g

/307 Pellet 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160690
/305 sweat cheese 5cm / 1g

/307 sweat cheese 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160650
/205 Fish 5cm / 1g

/207 Fish 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160640
/205 Garlic 5cm / 1g

/207 Garlic 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160660
/205 Pellet 5cm / 1g

/207 Pellet 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160690
/205 sweat cheese 5cm / 1g

/207 sweat cheese 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160650
/105 Fish 5cm / 1g

/107 Fish 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160650
/405 Fish 5cm / 1g

/407 Fish 7cm / 1.5g

Trout Collector SeriesTrout Collector Series
troUt attacK - FlavoUred worMstroUt collector - FlavoUred troUt worMs FlavouRed baits

NoW NeW:

sWeet cheese

Our Trout Collector series offers a well thought-out complete program for eminently successful fishing with softbait for trout. In addition to various soft-
bait, we offer a selection of special hooks that are already fitted with tungsten heads. The matching Shirasu IM-8 and IM-12 Trout Collector rods can be 
found on pages 34 and 36. Last but not least, we also offer the matching braided and monofilament lines (p. 86 and 91).

With our softbaits, the main axes are not round, but flattish, and there’s a generous distance between the slats. This design gives the Trout Collectors a 
unique flexibility. The baits are floaters, and when used with our tungsten hooks of varying weights, every layer of water can be fished.

We offer two different series: the Trout Collector and – the new – Trout Collector PINBALL.

Our classic, which, with its slim Pin Tail and colour combinations, becomes a universal weapon. It’s most effective when the fish are reasonably active.

To make your selection easier, our Trout Attack Team has put together 4 
different mix packs. Each 5cm and 7cm and 4 flavors (garlic, fish, pellet 
and - new in the range - sweet cheese). Each assortment contains 10 
Trout collectors (5 colours of 2 pieces each). Supplied in vacuum-sealed 
transparent boxes.

These 4 mixes are available:

Mix 1 (Sunny sky, clear water)   
Mix 2 (Sunny sky, cloudy water)   
Mix 3 (Cloudy sky, clear water)   
Mix 4 (Cloudy sky, cloudy water)
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Mix 4: cloUdy sKy/cloUdy water

Mix 4: cloUdy sKy/cloUdy water

Mix 3: cloUdy sKy/clear water

Mix 3: cloUdy sKy/clear water

Mix 2: sUnny sKy/cloUdy water

Mix 2: sUnny sKy/cloUdy water

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160770 /405 Garlic 5cm / 1g

item-
no.

order-
no.

160780 /400

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160770 /305 Garlic 5cm / 1g

item-
no.

order-
no.

160780 /300

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160770 /205 Garlic 5cm / 1g

item-
no.

order-
no.

160780 /200

Trout Collector Series
troUt collector ready to Fish assortMents

troUt attacK assortMents

tRout collectoRs With 

gaRlic FlavouR

Nothing could be more practical: Our success-
ful Trout Collectors, ready mounted on our 
hooks with tungsten heads in the practical 
tackle box with Euro hanger.

As a guide, we have put together the same 
four mixes as we have already done for the 
Collectors in the jars.

Contents:

•	5 Trout Collectors, 5cm
•	5 hooks (size 8) with tungsten heads: 3x 

0.45g and 2x 0.73g)

Mix 1 (Sunny sky, clear water)   
Mix 2 (Sunny sky, cloudy water)   
Mix 3 (Cloudy sky, clear water)   
Mix 4 (Cloudy sky, cloudy water)

Our trout baits in the practical accessory box 
with Euro hanger.   
As with the Trout Collectors, there are also 
four different mixes to ensure the angler has 
the most effective colours at hand for every si-
tuation on the water. 

Contents:

•	1 Catcher Spoon 2g
•	1 Trout Crank hardbait 3cm/2g 
•	1 Colonel Spinner with single hook, 3g
•	1 Trout Collector 5cm with garlic flavour 

ready mounted on hook (size 8) with 0.45g 
tungsten head

•	1 Trout Collector Pinball 5cm with garlic 
flavour ready mounted on hook (size 8) with 
0.73g tungsten head

Clever lid:
The colour indicates the aroma.

Mix 1: sUnny sKy/clear water

Mix 1: sUnny sKy/clear water

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160770 /105 Garlic 5cm / 1g

item-
no.

order-
no.

160780 /100

Flourescent UV-active

Mix 1: sUnny sKy/clear water

Mix 4: cloUdy sKy/cloUdy water

Mix 3: cloUdy sKy/clear water

Mix 3: cloUdy sKy/clear water

Mix 2: sUnny sKy/cloUdy water

Mix 2: sUnny sKy/cloUdy water

Mix 1: sUnny sKy/clear water

Mix 4: cloUdy sKy/cloUdy water

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160870
/105 Garlic 5cm / 1g

/107 Garlic 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160870
/405 Garlic 5cm / 1g

/407 Garlic 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160880
/305 sweet cheese 5cm / 1g

/307 sweet cheese 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160870
/305 Garlic 5cm / 1g

/307 Garlic 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160880
/205 sweet cheese 5cm / 1g

/207 sweet cheese 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160870
/205 Garlic 5cm / 1g

/207 Garlic 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160880
/105 sweet cheese 5cm / 1g

/107 sweet cheese 7cm / 1.5g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour
Length cm
weight g

160880
/405 sweet cheese 5cm / 1g

/407 sweet cheese 7cm / 1.5g

Trout Collector Series
troUt collector Pinball

gaRlic FlavouRed

With our softbaits, the main axes are not round, but flattish, and there’s a generous distance between the slats. This design gives the Trout Collectors a 
unique flexibility. The baits are floaters, and when used with our tungsten hooks of varying weights, every layer of water can be fished.

Thanks to the ball on its tail, it still weaves seductively even at ultra-slow speed. Especially on difficult days when the trout are slow to rouse, it’s the key 
to success. A further highlight is the way the colours of these softbaits are structured: The upper part of the body is UV-active, while the lower part is flu-
orescent and luminous. This combination creates a very high contrast in the water and is a real weapon!

To make your selection easier, our Trout Attack Team has put together 4 
different mix packs. Each 5cm and 7cm and 2 flavors (garlic and sweet 
cheese). Each assortment contains 10 Trout collectors (5 colours of 2 pie-
ces each). Supplied in vacuum-sealed transparent boxes.

These 4 mixes are available:

Mix 1 (Sunny sky, clear water)   
Mix 2 (Sunny sky, cloudy water)   
Mix 3 (Cloudy sky, clear water)   
Mix 4 (Cloudy sky, cloudy water)

FlavouRed baits
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troUt collector hooK with tUngsten bead

troUt collector hooK with tUngsten bead

troUt hooKs

tUngsten chebUrashKa with hooK tUngsten beads, loose

Very sharp hooks with extra large 
eye and wide bend. Due to the 
extra large diameter of the eye, the 
hook can move freely even when 
using a snap. The extra large bend 
stands out  in good distance to the 
bait and ensures a top rate of 
hooked fish.

Ideal for beginners. All four weights in one 
set. Size 8 is the perfect fit for our 5cm Trout 
Collectors and size 6 for the 7cm models. For 
easy orientation, the colours indicate the re-
spective weight. white 0.21g, orange 0.45g, 
yellow 0.73g, green 1.30g.

Very sharp hooks with extra large eye and wide bend. Due to the extra large diameter of the eye, 
the hook can move freely even when using a snap. The extra large bend stands out  in good dis-
tance to the bait and ensures a top rate of hooked fish.

Tungsten Cheburashkas allow the hook to 
move, which gives the bait (e.g. Trout 
Collector) even more room to play. As with 
our hooks with tungsten heads, for easy ori-
entation in the tackle box the weight is indi-
cated by the colour.   
Extra large eye and long shank.

Pull the beads onto the desired hook and fix 
them with super glue. For easy orientation, 
the colours indicate the respective weight.

item-
no.

order-
no.

Hook
size Colour

Weight
g

160620

/021 6 white 0.21g

/045 6 orange 0.45g

/073 6 yellow 0.73g

/130 6 green 1.30g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Colour
Weight

g

160810

/021 white 0.21g

/045 orange 0.45g

/073 yellow 0.73g

/130 green 1.30g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Hook
size Colour

Weight
g

160620

/321 6 silber 0.21g

/345 6 silber 0.45g

/373 6 silber 0.73g

/330 6 silber 1.30g

160630

/321 8 silber 0.21g

/345 8 silber 0.45g

/373 8 silber 0.73g

/330 8 silber 1.30g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Hook
size Colour

Weight
g

160620

/221 6 rainbow 0.21g

/245 6 rainbow 0.45g

/273 6 rainbow 0.73g

/230 6 rainbow 1.30g

160630

/221 8 rainbow 0.21g

/245 8 rainbow 0.45g

/273 8 rainbow 0.73g

/230 8 rainbow 1.30g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Hook
size Colour

Weight
g

160850

/050 6 white 0.25g

/075 6 orange 0.75g

/100 6 yellow 1,00g

/125 6 green 1.25g

160860

/050 8 white 0.25g

/075 8 orange 0.75g

/100 8 yellow 1,00g

/125 8 green 1.25g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Hook
size Colour

Weight
g

160630

/021 8 white 0.21g

/045 8 orange 0.45g

/073 8 yellow 0.73g

/130 8 green 1.30g item-
no.

order-
no.

Hook
size Colour

Weight
g

160790
/100 6 mixed 0.21g-1.30g

/200 8 mixed 0.21g-1.30g

item-
no.

order-
no.

Hook
size Colour

Weight
g

160620

/421 6 gold 0.21g

/445 6 gold 0.45g

/473 6 gold 0.73g

/430 6 gold 1.30g

160630

/421 8 gold 0.21g

/445 8 gold 0.45g

/473 8 gold 0.73g

/430 8 gold 1.30g

Trout Collector Series
larva assortMents FlavouRed baits

Our new ultimate summer bait. If the trout are 
in the upper layers of water in summer and ta-
king only small baits, this one comes out of the 
tacklebox. The larva is a floater and very soft. 
It is reeled out with our smallest tungsten head 
or even without a head. The softbait can be 
mounted straight or in the shape of an L. 
When mounted straight, it vibrates only when 
reeled in; if in the L-shape, it swings about on 
being reeled in.

The plump larva is also excellent for fishing at 
depth weighted with a heavier tungsten bead, 
and imitates an ascending insect.

Mix 1: sUnny sKy/clear water

Mix 4: cloUdy sKy/cloUdy waterMix 3: cloUdy sKy/clear waterMix 2: sUnny sKy/cloUdy water

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour Length cm

160890
/103 Garlic 3cm

/105 Garlic 5cm

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour Length cm

160890
/403 Garlic 3cm

/405 Garlic 5cm

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour Length cm

160890
/303 Garlic 3cm

/305 Garlic 5cm

item-
no.

order-
no.

Flavour Length cm

160890
/203 Garlic 3cm

/205 Garlic 5cm

item
no. 

order
no.

hook-
size

160450
/406 6

/408 8

item
no. 

order
no.

hook-
size

160450
/706 6

/708 8

item
no. 

order
no.

hook-
size

160910
/008 8

/010 10

item
no. 

order
no.

hook-
size

colour

160450

/506 6 silver-glitter

/508 8 silver-glitter

/606 6 gold-glitter

/608 8 gold-glitter

artiFicial bait, single hooK

troUt collector-/chebUrashKa hooK

larvae hooK assortMent
sPoon hooK with glitter

Needle-sharp spoon hook with chemically 
sharpened tip.

With extra-large eyelet and long shank. 
Perfect in combiantion with tungsten bead or 
cheburashka.

Just right for our Larva softbaits. Contents: 3 
light-weight hooks, 3 hooks with 0.21 g 
tungsten bead. Hook size 8 suitable for the 
5cm larva, hook size 10 suitable for the 3cm 
larva.

On difficult days, success rides on little 
things. Simply replace the spoon hook with 
this one with glitter threads. With chemically 
sharpened tip.

item
no. 

order
no.

hook-
size

160450
/202 2

/206 6

item
no. 

order
no.

hook-
size

160450 /400 6

item
no. 

order
no.

hook-
size

160450
/304 4

/306 6

artiFicial bait, single hooK

coloUred single hooKs assorted

single hooK sPecial

Special single hook for changing artificial 
baits. UV active hooks for spoons and other artifi-

cial baits in 3 different colours. Each 2 in yel-
low, orange and green per pack. With eye.

For modifying treble hooks in the case of 
wobblers. Owing to the specific position of 
the eye the tip always points upwards.

With eye

The larva has a garlic flavour and comes in 3 and 
5cm versions. As with the Trout Collectors, we 
offer four different mixes.

For both larvae sizes we offer suitable hook sets 
(page 217).
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item-
no.

order-
no.

length 2.7cm
colour

weight
g

160670

/001 a Colour 1 2.0 g

/002 b Colour 2 2.0 g

/003 c Colour 3 2.0 g

/004 d Colour 4 (not UV) 2.0 g

/005 e Colour 5 2.0 g

/006 F Colour 6 2.0 g

/007 g Colour 7 (not UV) 2.0 g

/008 h Colour 8 2.0 g

/009 i Colour 9 2.0 g

/010 J Colour 10 2.0 g

/011 K Colour 11 2.0 g

/012 l Colour 12 2.0 g

/013 M Colour 13 2.0 g

/014 n Colour 14 (not UV) 2.0 g

/015 o Colour 15 2.0 g

/016 P Colour 16 2.0 g

/017 Q Colour 17 2.0 g

/018 r Colour 18 2.0 g

/019 s Colour 19 2.0 g

/020 t Colour 20 2.0 g

/021 U Colour 21 2.0 g

/022 v Colour 22 2.0 g

/023 w Colour 23 2.0 g

/024 x Colour 24 2.0 g

item-
no.

order-
no.

length 3.0cm
colour

weight
g

160670

/101 a Colour 1 2.1 g

/102 b Colour 2 2.1 g

/103 c Colour 3 2.1 g

/104 d Colour 4 (not UV) 2.1 g

/105 e Colour 5 2.1 g

/106 F Colour 6 2.1 g

/107 g Colour 7 (not UV) 2.1 g

/108 h Colour 8 2.1 g

/109 i Colour 9 2.1 g

/110 J Colour 10 2.1 g

/111 K Colour 11 2.1 g

/112 l Colour 12 2.1 g

/113 M Colour 13 2.1 g

/114 n Colour 14 (not UV) 2.1 g

/115 o Colour 15 2.1 g

/116 P Colour 16 2.1 g

/117 Q Colour 17 2.1 g

/118 r Colour 18 2.1 g

/119 s Colour 19 2.1 g

/120 t Colour 20 2.1 g

/121 U Colour 21 2.1 g

/122 v Colour 22 2.1 g

/123 w Colour 23 2.1 g

/124 x Colour 24 2.1 g

catcher 2.0 gr searcher 2.1 gr

Spoons - Pro Staff Series Spoons - Pro Staff Series

A search spoon to scan large areas. Works very powerful. Super stable in 
running behavior. Can be retrieved slow or fast, ideal for more active 
trout.

* d, g, n, Q, r, s are not Uv-active.

* d, g, n, Q, r, s are not Uv-active.

Our Trout Attack Pro Staff Team has developed new Spoons in many 
different colours each. Each spoon has different running characteris-
tics, so that one is equipped with these 4 models for all purposes. The 
24 colour combinations are the top favorites of our Trout Attack 
Team. Fish and catch you like our Pros!

Easy to guide spoon even for beginners, with stable running. Suitable for spinning stops. Can be 
casted very accurate.

NeW colouRs: p-x
NeW colouRs: p-x
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Trout spoons 

item-no. order-no. 2cm / 1g / chicco weight g

160820

/001 a Brown-Gold-Glitter 1.0

/002 b Blue-Silver-Glitter 1.0

/003 c Copper-Brown 1.0

/004 d Ocher 1.0

/005 e Orange-Black spots 1.0

/006 F Red-Gold-Glitter 1.0

/007 g Pearl-Glitter 1.0

/008 h Green-Orange 1.0

/009 i Red-Orange-Glitter 1.0

/010 J Bright yellow 1.0

item-
no.

order-
no.

length 2.7cm
colour

weight
g

160170

/201 a Roach 2.0

/202 b Rudd 2.0

/203 c Perch 2.0

/204 d Rainbow Trout 2.0

/205 e Brown Trout 2.0

item-
no.

order-
no.

length 2.8cm
colour

weight
g

160170

/001 a Roach 2.0

/002 b Rudd 2.0

/003 c Perch 2.0

/004 d Rainbow Trout 2.0

/005 e Brown Trout 2.0

item-
no.

order-
no.

length 3.4cm
colour

weight
g

160170

/101 a Roach 2.1

/102 b Rudd 2.1

/103 c Perch 2.1

/104 d Rainbow Trout 2.1

/105 e Brown Trout 2.1

item-no. order-no. 2.5cm / 1.6g / sUnny weight g

160830

/001 a Brown-Gold-Glitter 1.6

/002 b Blue-Silver-Glitter 1.6

/003 c Copper-Brown 1.6

/004 d Ocher 1.6

/005 e Orange-Black spots 1.6

/006 F Red-Gold-Glitter 1.6

/007 g Pearl-Glitter 1.6

/008 h Green-Orange 1.6

/009 i Red-Orange-Glitter 1.6

/010 J Bright yellow 1.6

sUMMer sPoon

Uv conFidential sPoon

Uv conFidential cranK wobbler, Floating

Extra-small and light spoons for fishing in summer when 
the trout are in the upper layers of water and look-out 
for small bait. Most colours are on the muted side, which 
has proved extremely effective on passive fishes.

So what is the secret that can’t be seen? It becomes visible when you 
bring the lure under a UV lamp. Then the coating, invisible to the eye, 
becomes UV-active! All lures have realistic hologram foils and, for 
added appeal, additional glitter threads on the hooks. The hard baits 
have rattles in their bodies.

Trout spoons

item-
no.

order-
no.

length 3.0 cm
colour

weight
g

160670

/201 a Colour 1 2.3 g

/202 b Colour 2 2.3 g

/203 c Colour 3 2.3 g

/204 d Colour 4 (not UV) 2.3 g

/205 e Colour 5 2.3 g

/206 F Colour 6 2.3 g

/207 g Colour 7 (not UV) 2.3 g

/208 h Colour 8 2.3 g

/209 i Colour 9 2.3 g

/210 J Colour 10 2.3 g

/211 K Colour 11 2.3 g

/212 l Colour 12 2.3 g

/213 M Colour 13 2.3 g

/214 n Colour 14 (not UV) 2.3 g

/215 o Colour 15 2.3 g

/216 P Colour 16 2.3 g

/217 Q Colour 17 2.3 g

/218 r Colour 18 2.3 g

/219 s Colour 19 2.3 g

/220 t Colour 20 2.3 g

/221 U Colour 21 2.3 g

/222 v Colour 22 2.3 g

/223 w Colour 23 2.3 g

/224 x Colour 24 2.3 g

swindler 2.3 gr

* d, g, n, Q, r, s are not Uv-active.

With a tumbling run for more passive trouts. Can be guided extremely 
slow. Top in the cold season.

Uv conFidential Minnow wobbler, sUsPending

NeW colouRs: p-x

* c, d, F are not Uv-active.
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It is twitched on the surface on a fine rod, making plopping sounds and 
creating little plumes of water.   
Very good in the summer months and fishing with themis tremendous 
fun! Also good for perch.

This bee maggot shaped wobbler is the opposite of the Mr. Maggot 
wobbler. While Mr. Maggot is a low action wobbler, this sinking wobb-
ler works extremely hectic and agile in the water.

troUt PoPPer

Forellenwobbler „hectic Maggot“ si

item-no. order-no. Colour Length/Weight

160500

/003 a Whitefish 3cm / 2g

/103 b Trout 3cm / 2g

/203 c Perch 3cm / 2g

/303 d Fireshark 3cm / 2g

item-no. order-no. Colour Length/Weight

160200

/201 a bee maggot 3cm / 1.3g

/202 b pellet (brown) 3cm / 1.3g

/203 c chartreuse 3cm / 1.3g

/204 d yellow/black 3cm / 1.3g

/205 e red/black 3cm / 1.3g

Mr. Maggot si

sPinning Maggot

A sensational sinking wobbler, which imitates honey worms astonishingly 
realistically. Very luring, particularly on difficult days!

This imitation of a bee maggot can be fished with a spinning or sbirolino 
rod. The maggot rotates around its own axis during line retrieving. sinking.

item-no. order-no. Length/Weight Colour

160150
/200 3.5cm / 3g Natural

/201 3.5cm / 3g bright green (UV)

item-no. order-no. Length/Weight Colour

160150

/100 4cm / 2.5g white

/101 4cm / 2.5g yellow-green (UV)

/102 4cm / 2.5g yellow-black (UV)

/103 4cm / 2.5g red-black

Trout spoons Trout wobbler

item-
no.

order-
no.

length 2.5cm
colour

weight
g

160920

/101 a Silver-Yellow-Green 1.9

/102 b Light Copper-Black-Glitter 1.9

/103 c Copper-Green-Glitter 1.9

/104 d Green-Pink-Glitter 1.9

/105 e Violett-White-Glitter 1.9

/106 F Gold-Orange-Glitter 1.9

/107 g Red-Yellow 1.9

/108 h Light Copper-Orange-Glit. 1.9

/109 i Copper-Orange-Glitter 1.9

/110 J Red-Black-Glitter 1.9

/111 K Blue-Orange 1.9

/112 l Silver-Orange-Glitter 1.9

item-
no.

order-
no.

length 2.5cm
colour

weight
g

160920

/001 a Silver-Yellow-Green 2.0

/002 b Light Copper-Black-Glitter 2.0

/003 c Copper-Green-Glitter 2.0

/004 d Green-Pink-Glitter 2.0

/005 e Violett-White-Glitter 2.0

/006 F Gold-Orange-Glitter 2.0

/007 g Red-Yellow 2.0

/008 h Light Copper-Orange-Glit. 2.0

/009 i Copper-Orange-Glitter 2.0

/010 J Red-Black-Glitter 2.0

/011 K Blue-Orange 2.0

/012 l Silver-Orange-Glitter 2.0

item-
no.

order-
no.

length 3.5cm
colour

weight
g

160920

/201 a Silver-Yellow-Green 3.5

/202 b Light Copper-Black-Glitter 3.5

/203 c Copper-Green-Glitter 3.5

/204 d Green-Pink-Glitter 3.5

/205 e Violett-White-Glitter 3.5

/206 F Gold-Orange-Glitter 3.5

/207 g Red-Yellow 3.5

/208 h Light Copper-Orange-Glit. 3.5

/209 i Copper-Orange-Glitter 3.5

/210 J Red-Black-Glitter 3.5

/211 K Blue-Orange 3.5

/212 l Silver-Orange-Glitter 3.5

Metallica inliner sPoon

Metallica catcher 2.0 gr

Sensationally crafted Catcher spoons. The surface of the spoons is brilli-
antly anodised. In addition, one side has also been varnished, creating in-
tensely striking contrasts. The Catcher is easy to guide and has a stable 
run, even when quickly reeled in.

Included in scope 
of supply

Sensationally processed spoons, available as Inliner and as Catcher. The 
surface of the spoons is brilliantly anodised. In addition, one side has also 
been varnished, creating intensely striking contrasts. If the water seems 
devoid of fish, just try the Metallica spoons! The Inliner Spoon runs in 
with extreme lurches and can be reeled in very slowly. During stops to 
catch up it „flutters“ downwards. The hook included in delivery is equip-
ped with a small snap ring. This can be tied directly to the main line – and 
it’s ready!

* d, g, n, Q, r, s are not Uv-active.

item-
no.

order-
no.

length 2cm
colour

weight
g

160680

/001 a Colour 1 (not UV) 1.9 g

/002 b Colour 2 1.9 g

/003 c Colour 3 1.9 g

/004 d Colour 4 (not UV) 1.9 g

/005 e Colour 16 1.9 g

/006 F Colour 6 1.9 g

/007 g Colour 7 1.9 g

/008 h Colour 8 1.9 g

/009 i Colour 9 (not UV) 1.9 g

/010 J Colour 10 1.9 g

/011 K Colour 11 1.9 g

/012 l Colour 12 1.9 g

inliner sPoon Pro staFF series, 1.9 gr

* a, d und i are not Uv-active.

Our Trout Pro Staff Team also developed our 
Inliner Spoon. The spoon is extremely slow to 
lead and does not scare away the trouts. He 
can casted very far and you can fish in all 
depths. Significantly less fals baits than normal 
spoons.

Supplied with single hook, treble hook and 
bead.
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Trout spinners / Soft baits Soft bait assortments

Extremely luring trout trawling bait. Thanks to their spiral shape the 
Turbo Props revolve around their own axis as they are drawn in. Since the 
Turbo Props float they can be guided to display a multitude of facets.

tUrbo ProPs

item-
no.

order-
no.

Colour

160390 /012 5 colours assorted

item-
no.

order-
no.

Colour

147810

/000 White

/001 Black

/002 Chartreuse

/003 Red

/004 Yellow

twisting tail

Extremely luring Sbirolino bait. The bait is simply pulled onto the hook.

3d shads

The secret behind the success of this shad: Very natural play combined 
with unique light reflections. Contents: 5 colours, 2 of each.

item-
no.

order-
no.

Length
cm

160130 /000 6

Power bee Maggots

Trout love them! Can be angled with alone or in 
combination with genuine bee maggots. 
Always attach the bait in an L-shape for  optimal 
rotation. tip: Spray with the »Bee Maggot« 
power aroma and combine it with other colours 
from time to time.

item-
no.

order-
no.

Length
cm

160140 /002 2.0

160150 /002 2.5

The Trout Sichel is used for fishing in combina-
tion with a natural bait (e.g. bee maggot or 
trout dough).  The natural bait is put on the 
hook first, then the sichel. Very seductive play!  
Floating. 5 colours, 2 of each.

troUt-sichel

item-
no.

order-
no.

Colour

160740 /200 assorted

sUPer soFt bee Maggots

The new Super Soft Lure bee maggots are float-
ing and are now even more realistic as they are 
almost indistinguishable from real ones.

item-
no.

order-
no.

Length
cm

160140 /102 2.0

160140 /202 2.5

troUt attacK sUPer soFt lUres supeR soFt
FloatiNg

item-
no.

order-
no.

Colour
Content

Length
cm

1 60760 /001
5 colours 

(3 pieces each)
5

sPoon attractor set

Tune your spoon with the Spoon Attractor, by pulling the rubber onto the 
single hook. Fantastic action! Length: 5cm.

Proposals for rigging

Very luring sinking wobbler with single hook. Owing to the specific po-
sition of the eye the tip always stands upwards. All hardbaits are UV-
active.

Floating trout crank hard bait with cool UV-active colours 
that bring in the strikes. With rattles in its body. The hook 
tip has been sharpened chemically

»troUt cranK« wobbler with single hooK

troUt attacK cranK wobbler thUnder

item-
no.

order-
no.

Colour Length cm
Weight g

160230

/003 a Blue with pink spots 3 / 2

/103 b Perch 3 / 2

/203 c Roach 3 / 2

/303 d Red 3 / 2

/403 e Neon-Yellow 3 / 2

/503 F Rainbow 3 / 2

/603 g Yellow-Blue 3 / 2

/703 h Pink 3 / 2

/803 i Black 3 / 2

/903 J White with pink spots 3 / 2

item-
no.

order-
no.

Colour
Length cm
Weight g

160930

/001 1 / a 3cm / 2g

/002 2 / b 3cm / 2g

/003 3 / c 3cm / 2g

/004 4 / d 3cm / 2g

/005 5 / e 3cm / 2g

/006 6 / F 3cm / 2g

/007 7 / g 3cm / 2g

/008 8 /h 3cm / 2g

/009 9 / i 3cm / 2g

/010 10 / J 3cm / 2g

/011 11 / K 3cm / 2g

/012 12 / l 3cm / 2g

Imitates perfectly a sinking pellet. It works best when a swarm of fish 
has been spotted. The hard bait is then cast above the fish and plunked 
into the swarm. A real winner! Sinking!

troUt Pellet PoPPer

item-no. order-no. Colour Length/Weight

160840

/001 a Brown 2cm / 3g

/002 b Orange-Yellow-Glitter 2cm / 3g

/003 c Chartreuse-Glitter 2cm / 3g

The „Splash“ is perfect for fishing in summer when the fishes are more 
passive. The Popper is tied to a leader and the hook is baited with natu-
ral baits or our Trout Collectors. The popper is twitched over the surface  
and this creates popping noises and imitates food which is falling in the 
water and attracts trouts. Can also be used as a pilot float.

PoPPer „sPlash“

item-no. order-no. Colour Length/Weight

160800

/000 UV yellow-black 3cm / 2g

/001 UV black 3cm / 2g

/002 UV green 3cm / 2g

/003 UV orange 3cm / 2g

/100 UV yellow-black 2.2cm / 1.6g

/101 UV black 2.2cm / 1.6g

/102 UV green 2.2cm / 1.6g

/103 UV orange 2.2cm / 1.6g
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Trout trolling systems
trolling systeMs

Very catchy systems for trolling. They can be used to fish with natural or 
artificial bait. All systems are tied to Japanese fluorocarbon lines and are 
therefore virtually invisible to the trout.
length of all systems: 2 m.

item-
no.

order-
no.

hook-
size

Line
Ø mm

160320 /108 6/8 0.25/0.22

item-
no.

order-
no.

hook-
size

Line
Ø mm

160320 /000 6 0.25

item-
no.

order-
no.

hook-
size

Line
Ø mm

160320 /308 6 0.25

Pilot ball Float systeMhelicoPter systeM sPinner blade systeM

2 systems with pilot ball floats of different 
sizes. For trolling and longlining.
Contents: 2 systems

Even at a slight tug the silver helicopter starts 
to rotate, attracting the attention of the fish.

The chromium plated spinner blade rotates 
when pulled and lures the trout. The anti-tangle 
sheath prevents tangling.

troUt rig with bUbble Float troUt rig with bUbble Float

troUt rigs with bUbble Float

item-
no.

order-
no.

160320 /001

helicoPter with brass balls

5 helicopters plus brass balls for self-made 
systems.

item-
no.

order-
no.

colour

160320 /510 silver

item-
no.

order-
no.

colour

160320 /610 assorted
Micro sPinner blades

Micro sPinner blade assortMent

10 micro spinner blades plus bail for self-
made systems.

12 micro spinner blades (6 colours, 2 of each), including 12 bails.

bouNd to 

FluoRocaRboN

item-
no.

order-
no.

bubble float
colour

147820 /007 yellow-red

item-
no.

order-
no.

bubble float
colour

147820 /005 red

Ready assembled trout rig with buoyancy ball 
and pilot floats. Length: 1.90 m, Ø 0,25 mm, 
hook size 6.

Ready assembled trout rig with buoyancy ball 
and pilot floats. Length: 1.90 m, Ø 0,25 mm, 
hook size 6.

item-
no.

order-
no.

Colour Length
cm

1 60400 /103 White 3.5

assortm. 5cm: 5 colours (except yellow and black)

item-
no.

order-
no.

Colour Length
cm

1 60400 /101 5 colours 5

assortm. 3.5cm: 5 colours (exc. yellow and black)

item-
no.

order-
no.

Colour Length
cm

1 60400 /100 5 colours 3.5

ProP & twist twister 

Our Prop & Twist twisters are sensationally luring and vastly superior to 
other baits in numerous tests! The crucial element is the propeller in the 
front section. While being hauled in the tail works like a normal twister. 
However, at the same time the twister permanently rotates around its 
own axis forming an L shape just the way we know bee maggots or 
trawling dough do. This parallel sequence of movements is enormously 
attractive to trout. Also perfect to perch. The twisters float!

In late spring trout lakes are often populated with many tadpoles. The 
trout, especially the capitals, then targeted hunting of these easy to 
catch and tasty prey. Blessed is the who has our killer tadpoles in his 
bait box! They are fished with a Sbirolino or a jig head. Of course swim-
ming and made of super soft material! Contents: 12 pcs.

troUt attacK Killer tadPole

item-
no.

order-
no.

Length
cm

Colour

160750 /012 2 cm mixed assortm.

Soft lures / Trout spinner

4 tremarella rigs from slow sinking to fast sin-
king in a set.

item-no. order-no.

160340 /400

treMarella starter set

item-
no.

order-
no.

Colour

160460 /300 3 pieces assorted

tUrbo ProPs heli assortMent

Thanks to the wings the turbo-prop twister twists permanently around 
its own axis when being wound in. The propeller attached at the front 
also provides plenty of action. No trout can resist that!

utility model

pRotectioN

item-
no.

order-
no.

160410 /200

troUt starter set

A great set for starting out successfully at a trout lake. Compiled by the 
trout professional Willi Frosch. There is a QR code on the blister pack in 
which Willi Frosch shows how to fish successfully at a trout lake!   
Content: Sbirolino 15g slow sinking, 3 g trout float, 2 leads in 3g, 
Wobbler, spoon, 4 bee maggots made of rubber, 4 Turbo Props, 4 
hooks 1.50m, Wobbler-spoon leader 1.50m, 2 triple swivels, 10 line 
stopper, 2 beads, hook remover.
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assorted »big eye« streaMers

They are fantastically luring in domestic trout 
lakes. Since the eyes lend the streamer buoyancy, 
lead shot should be fixed onto the leader. Then 
twitch it at short intervals while winding in! 

item-
no.

order-
no.

160330 /100

Trout	flies	/	Trout	streamer

Top trout streamer assortments in the most 
catching colours! They are brought in slowly in 
small tugs with Sbirolino, Ghost or the Cray 
Rattle.  

No matter if they float or sink slowly or fast, 
you are perfectly equipped for all kinds of situ-
ations.

streaMer assortMents

item-
no.

order-
no.

160330 /200

salMon roe streaMers

Amazingly realistic imitation of salmon roe 
with milk (sperm). Super-catchy, especially on 
difficult days. It is slowly wound in, twitching, 
on a sbirolino.

edition Fly Fly assortMents

The most popular and best flies for catching, 
put together by leading fly fishing experts for 
a wide variety of uses. 
The names of the respective fly is on each 
blister pack as a guide for beginners.

item-
no.

order-
no.

168000 /001

item-
no.

order-
no.

168000 /002

dry Fly assortMent

wet Fly and nyMPhs assortMent
item-
no.

order-
no.

168000 /003

item-
no.

order-
no.

168000 /006

gold head nyMPhs assortMent

seatroUt assortMent winter/sPring
item-
no.

order-
no.

168000 /004

item-
no.

order-
no.

168000 /005

troUt streaMer assortMent

rainbow troUt assortMent

item-
no.

order-
no.

168000 /007

seatroUt assortM. sUMMer/aUtUMn

The most popular seatrout flies select by lead-
ing fly fishing experts. Content: 4 pieces.

Fly Fishing

item-
no.

order-
no.

Strength Top
mm Ø

Loop
mm Ø

145220

/000 0 x 0.28 0.64

/001 1 x 0.25 0.58

/002 2 x 0.23 0.56

/003 3 x 0.20 0.53

/004 4 x 0.18 0.53

/005 5 x 0.15 0.50

/006 6 x 0.13 0.43

/007 7 x 0.10 0.43

colonel-dry Fly-line leader

Fly leaders must be soft and supple, allowing 
the fly to drift and play naturally. 
Length: 3 yards = 2.75  m.

item-
no.

order-
no.

129000 /000

line grease

Acknowledged top-grade. Suitable also for fly-
lines prepared with oil or covered with syn-
thetic materials covered. Long-lasting prepara-
tion due to high silicon content. Contents 20 g

item-
no.

order-
no.

169100 /000

silicone Flies and line grease

Also for leaders or fly-lines which will no 
longer float. Grease the fly only once for 
 several successive catches. Melt between two 
fingers and spread on very thinly. 
Contents 20 g.

item-
no.

order-
no.

145210 /015

Fly line connector

For a knotless, absolutely secure connection 
between fly line and leader.

item-
no.

order-
no.

169200 /000

roller cliP

Practical roller clip, ideal for fixing accessories 
like hook disgorger, pliers and so on.
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Edition Carp

item
no. 

order
no.

Length
m

163000 /015 15

leader line

Leader line for building rigs. Length 15m.

Edition Carp

item
no. 

order
no.

163000 /004

aligner sleeves

For building rigs and assemblies.

lead cliP

item
no. 

order
no.

Colour Length
m

163000 /009 brown 1

item
no. 

order
no.

Colour

163000 /006 clear brown

silicone tUbe

For building assemblies.   
Diameter 0.20mm.

Safety lead clip. Safely ejects the lead when fish 
run through weed areas 

boiliestoPPer

item
no. 

order
no.

Colour

163000 /008 brown

item
no. 

order
no.

163000 /007

boiliestoPPer

Boilie stopper. Standard shape. Boilie stopper in 3 different stopper lengths.

soFt beads

Softbeads in 2 different diameters: 5x5mm, 
5x7mm assorted.

item
no. 

order
no.

Colour

163000 /005 clear brown

item
no. 

order
no.

163000 /010

soFt rod rest with brass thread

Prevents scratches on the blank and stops the 
rod from slipping off.

item
no. 

order
no.

164110 /005

soFt rod rest with brass thread

Prevents scratches on the blank and stops the 
rod from slipping off.

item
no. 

order
no.

Colour Length
cm

164160 /000 clear brown 5

shrinK tUbe

For building rigs and assemblies. Protects knots; 
possesses very good shrinking properties.

item
no. 

order
no.

Size
mm

164310

/002 85x175

/003 60x220

/004 85x120

Pva bags

PVA bags for offering boilies, particle or stick 
mixes directly next to the hook bait. Dissolves 
completely. Easy to process.

item
no. 

order
no.

Length
m

164310 /001 20

Pva line

PVA line for building stringers with boilies or 
for knotting PVA bags. Dis solves completely. 
Easy to process.

item-
no.

order-
no.

Length
m

159980 /000 45

sPot MarKer, 45M

Simply throw the Spot Marker into the water, 
the lead unwinds auto mat ically down to the 
bottom. item

no. 
order
no.

163000 /002item
no. 

order
no.

163000 /001

sPare sleeve  For release adaPterQUicK-release adaPter-set

Spare sleeve for quick-release adapter.Very robust stainless-steel quick-release adap-
ter for bite indicator on the bank stick or the 
buzzer bar.

item
no. 

order
no.

Size
mm

163000

/011 0.4

/012 0.8

/013 1.8

lead stoPPer

For pop-up rigs to fix the leader on the bottom. 
10 pcs per bag.

item
no. 

order
no.

Size
mm

163010

/070 70

/090 90

/110 110

item
no. 

order
no.

Size
mm

163020

/070 70

/090 90

/110 110

inliner lead long cast lead

item
no. 

order
no.

163000 /003

carP swivel
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item
no. 

order
no.

1 63100 /000

boilie needles/tools

item
no. 

order
no.

163000 /014

Robust stainless steel set, consisting of handle 
and 4 screw-on attachments.

stainless steel boilie drill

item
no. 

order
no.

164120 /000

item
no. 

order
no.

164120 /001

item
no. 

order
no.

164120 /002

stainless steel boilie needle with hooK

Robust stainless steel boilie drill; drill length 45 
mm.

Robust boilie needle made from stainless steel 
with hook for attaching boilies and other baits.

Robust boilie needle made from stainless steel 
with folding eye for attaching boilies and  bait.

stainless steel boilie needle w. Folding eye

stainless steel boilie tool set

item
no. 

order
no.

164130 /000

item
no. 

order
no.

164130 /002

FlUo boilie drill

Fluo boilie drill (almost impossible to lose) with 
a 45 mm long drill.

FlUo boilie needle with Folding eye

edition carP disPlay

Boilie needle with a folding eye for attaching 
boilies and other baits.

similar to picture.

Fully stocked Edition Carp display with the 
most common accessories. 

Content:

je 1 VPE von 163000/001 bis 163000/015.

je 1 VPE von 163010/070 bis 163010/110.

je 1 VPE von 163020/070 bis 163020/110.

je 1 VPE von 163030/002 bis 163030/006.

je 1 VPE von 163030/102 bis 163030/106.

je 1 VPE von 163040/070 bis 163040/110.

je 1 VPE von 163050/070 bis 163050/110.

je 1 VPE von 163060/070 bis 163060/110.

Edition CarpEdition Carp

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

hook
size 

strength
lbs

Length
cm

163030 

/002 2 25 25

/004 4 25 25

/006 6 25 25

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Colour
hook
size 

strength
lbs

Length
cm

163030
/202 brown 2 25 25

/204 brown 4 25 25

163030
/302 pink 2 25 25

/304 pink 4 25 25

163030
/402 yellow 2 25 25

/404 yellow 4 25 25

standard / line-aligner rig

dog Food rig

carP rigs

Can be used if the bottom is firm or muddy. A rubber stopper on the hair 
fixes the bait, preventing particles or multiple boilies from slip. Thanks to the 
very long hair even Big Balls can be used.

Special rig for fishing with dog food at the hair 
rig. Just put the bait on the rubber stopper.

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

hook
size 

strength
lbs

Length
cm

163030

/102 2 25 25

/104 4 25 25

/106 6 25 25

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Colour
Length

mm

163030 /000 brown, pink, yellow 15

anti blow oUt rig

dog Food stoPPer set

Can be used if the bottom is firm. When the fish attempts to blow the 
bait out together with the hook, the sliding ring on the shank to which 
the hair is attached is pushed towards the eye of the hook. Thus the bait 
exits the carp’s mouth and the hook is drawn into the lower lip.

9 stoppers in a set, 3 pieces per colour. The 
stopper is simply threaded on the hair of your 
rig.

ready Made rigs

item
no. 

order
no.

lead weight
g

163050

/070 70

/090 90

/110 110

item
no. 

order
no.

lead weight
g

163040

/070 70

/090 90

/110 110

item
no. 

order
no.

lead weight
g

163060

/070 70

/090 90

/110 110

leadcore inliner rig, hooK siZe 4leadcore distance rig, hooK siZe 4 helicoPter distance rig, hooK siZe 4

Ready-made leadcore rigs with inline lead and 
leader as well as boilie stoppers. The rig settles 
quickly at the bottom and prevents the touch 
of the line by the carp while eating. Length 
115cm, hook size 4.

Ready-made leadcore rigs with long cast lead 
and leader as well as boilie stoppers. The rig 
settles quickly at the bottom and prevents the 
touch of the line by the carp while eating. 
Length 70cm, hook size 4.

The leader rotates at at an 90° angle around 
the main line. It is absolutely tangle-free and 
ideal for distance fishing. Length 25cm, hook 
size 4.
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item
no. 

order
no.

Length
adjustable

Height
adjustable

1 19470 /100 0.57 – 0.84 m
front: 0.40 – 0.80m
back: 0.27-0.42m

rod Pod Metallica carP

The Balzer Metallica Rod Pod made of high-quality anodized aluminium 
with outstanding features. The ultra-light, yet sturdy and stable materi-
al ensures comfortable transport to the water and has a secure stand.

Thanks to the clever design, simply fold out your legs and put on the 
buzzer bars, you’re ready for action in no time.

The four height-adjustable legs, the adjustable length and the sliding 
buzzer bars make it ideal for all purposes. 

To adjust the legs you have to turn the bars only a little bit to pull them 
apart.

The Rod Pod is delivered in a practical carrying case.

Weight: 2370g.

Quick-release devices to ad-
just the length of the rod 
pod.

Quick-release devices to ad-
just the height of the bank-
sticks

Compact transport size. 
57x15cm.

Telescopic legsQuick-release legs

rod Pod Metallica carP

Rod Pods

item
no. 

order
no.

Length
adjustable

Height
adjustable

1 19480 /200 0.70 – 1.20 m 0.54 – 0.64 m

item
no. 

order
no.

Length
adjustable

Height
adjustable

1 19490 /050 0.80 – 1.20 m 0.50 – 1.00 m

rod Pod holiday

rod Pod tactics carP

Height and length-adjustable rod pod made from aluminium. It has a 
quick-release device and rod rests for up to 3 rods. Ideal for beginners 
and occasional anglers.

The extremely flexible construction of the Rod Pod makes for a particu-
larly broad range of settings and uses.

The Pod can be used both in a very compactly and as a large or high 
pod (by using the two enclosed extensions).  

Useful dimensions: length 80-120cm, height 50-100cm (with extension 
parts as a High Pod on one side up to 120cm).

characteristics:

•	Particularly light but strong aluminium construction
•	Fast setup and conversion
•	Precision quick-release fasteners
•	Height of rod rests can be adjusted individually
•	Supplied incl. 3x V- and 3x U-rod rests
•	High quality nylon transport bag

Quick-release devices to adjust 
lenght and height.

Quick-release devices to adjust 
the length of the rod pod.

Quick-release devices to adjust 
the height of the legs.

Compact packing and transport 
dimensions.

Compact transport bag.

Quick-release devices to adjust 
the height of the banksticks.

rod Pod holiday

rod Pod tactics carP

Rod Pods
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Feedermaster - Method Feeder Fishing Feedermaster - Method Feeder Fishing

Michael Zammataro’s complete Method Feeder programme
Just as boilie fishing revolutionised carp fishing many years ago, for some time now Method Feeder 
fishing with mini boilies and pellets has been causing plenty of ripples in feeder fishing.  
This method of fishing has meanwhile become so successful for whiting, carp stock and tench that 
in some waters it has already been prohibited.  
In collaboration with Michael Diener and Willy Frosch Michael Zammataro has developed an inno-
vative complete programme for successful Method Feeder fishing.

team Zammataro  
german Feeder champion 2013 and 2012 and 
winner of the Feeder Meeting germany 2017

elastic Method Feeder basKet

Method Feeder ForM

Michael´s newest Method Feeder basket with shock absorber and feed 
table for boilies and/or pellets. The plate always guarantees perfect bait 
presentation and prevents the hook from getting caught on the bars.

Including Quick-Change swivel and bead.

The feeder egg is the counterpart to the basket and fits all weights! The 
hook pellet or boilie is placed in the recess on the bottom, then the feed 
is put into the egg, the feeder basket pressed onto the egg and the feed 
is pressed out of the egg! The result is a feeder bomb with the bait lying 
directly on the bait support of the basket, thanks to the recess. Thanks to 
the flexible material of the egg, the feed can be pressed out cleanly. Fits 
both feeder baskets.

Shock absorber

Place leader with hook and bait in 
the feeder form and put feed in-
side.

Press feeder basket onto egg, then 
squeeze out the basket from the 
other flexible rubber side. The re-
sult is a perfect presentation of the 
bait on the  feeder bomb.

Quick-change swivel

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

weight
g

141150

/020 20

/030 30

/040 40

/050 50

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

weight
g

141150

/120 20

/130 30

/140 40

/150 50

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

141150 /000

Method Feeder basKet «inliner»

owner Method Feeder hooKs

Michael´s new Method Feeder basket is also available as an In-liner ver-
sion which is drawn onto the line like a running lead. Including Quick-
Change swivel and bead.

On the rig with the pellet band can be fixed a pellet at the hair with the pellet tape made from silicone. Open the tape with the pellet plier, insert the pellet 
and you’re ready to go! For 6 and 10 mm pellets. Spear Rig: The spear is ideal for boilies and pellets. The Quick Stop Rig is also ideal for boilies and pellets. 
All hooks are available with barb and barbless. leader length 10cm.

hair rig For Pellets hair rig with sPear

On the hair is a pellet tape made from silicone. 
Open the tape with the pellet pliers, insert the 
pellet and you’re ready to go! For 6 and 10 mm 
pellets. Leader length: 12 cm.

The 8mm spear is for boilies and pellets up to 15 
mm. The longer one is for double boilies or pel-
lets, maggots and so on. Leader length: 12cm.

item
no. 

order
no.

Hook size / 
line diameter mm

Spear 
length

141020

/008 8 / 0.22 mm 15mm

/010 10 / 0.22 mm 15mm

/012 12 / 0.20 mm 15mm

/014 14 / 0.18 mm 15mm

141020

/110 10 / 0.22 mm 8mm

/112 12 / 0.20 mm 8mm

/114 14 / 0.18 mm 8mm

/116 16 / 0.18 mm 8mm

item
no. 

order
no.

Hook size / 
line diameter mm

Bait Ø
mm

141030

/010 10 / 0.22 mm 6 + 10

/012 12 / 0.20 mm 6 + 10

/014 14 / 0.18 mm 6 + 10

/016 16 / 0.18 mm 6 + 10

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

141110 /100

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

141110 /110

QUicK change swivel
QUicK change bead

Simply push ring down onto the clip; then 
hook in leader and push ring upwards again. 
To protect the swivel knot stick the bead with 
the large aperture onto the barrel completely.

Open the Quick-Change Bead, then hook the 
leader into the Quick-Change Clip and then 
lock it again with the clip. 

item-
no.

order-  
no.

Size Line- 
Ø

Cont.

170860

/008 8 0.22 6

/010 10 0.22 6

/012 12 0.22 6

/014 14 0.20 6

/016 16 0.18 6

170860

/108 8 0.22 6

/110 10 0.22 6

/112 12 0.22 6

/114 14 0.20 6

/116 16 0.18 6

item-
no.

order-  
no.

Size Line- 
Ø

Cont.

170870

/008 8 0.22 6

/010 10 0.22 6

/012 12 0.22 6

/014 14 0.20 6

/016 16 0.18 6

170870

/108 8 0.22 6

/110 10 0.22 6

/112 12 0.22 6

/114 14 0.20 6

/116 16 0.18 6

item-
no.

order-  
no.

Size Line- 
Ø

Cont.

170880

/008 8 0.22 6

/010 10 0.22 6

/012 12 0.22 6

/014 14 0.20 6

/016 16 0.18 6

170880

/108 8 0.22 6

/110 10 0.22 6

/112 12 0.22 6

/114 14 0.20 6

/116 16 0.18 6

Method Feeder hooKs with QUicK stoPMethod Feeder hooKs with sPear Method Feeder hooKs with Pellet band

170860/008-016: with barb

170860/108-116: barbless

Breaking strength: 0.22mm=5.0kg / 0.20mm=4.0kg / 0.18mm=3.1kg

170870/008-016: with barb

170870/108-116: barbless

170880/008-016: with barb

170880/108-116: barbless

item
no. 

order
no.

Hook size / 
line diameter mm

141100

/008 8 / 0.,25 mm

/010 10 / 0.22 mm

/012 12 / 0.20 mm

/014 14 / 0.18 mm

item
no. 

order
no.

141110 /000

QUicK stoP rigs

QUicK stoPs

Pre-bound Quick Stop leader, 10 cm in length. 
The Quick-Stop is put on the needle, then in-
serted through the pre-drilled Boilie. You just 
draw out the needle and that’s it!

For DIY Quick-Stop leaders.

video
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Feedermaster

item
no. 

order
no.

141110 /020

item
no. 

order
no.

141110 /010

boilie drill

Method Feeder accessories

Feeder accessories

QUicK stoP needle

Indispensable tool for preparing Boilies for 
Quick-Stop leaders.

Indispensable tool for fixing boilies on the hair 
for DIY Quick-Stop leaders.

item
no. 

order
no.

141080 /000

QUicKies sticKs For QUicKies Micro sticKs

The ingenious quickies turn any hook into a hair 
rig in a matter of seconds! Simply draw the 
quickie onto the hook and that’s it!

The ingenious quickies turn any hook into a hair 
rig in a matter of seconds! Simply fix the stick in 
the boilie, fix the hook and that’s it!

Micro sticks for self-made method feeder rigs.

item
no. 

order
no.

length
mm

141090
/000 8

/010 15

item
no. 

order
no.

length
mm

141120
/007 7

/010 10

Content: 10 pieces

item no. order no.

141070 /000

item no. order no.

141070 /001

Pellet PlierPellet Plier

Simply stick the pliers into the pellet tape; as 
you press them the jaws open and the pellet 
can be inserted into the tape.

Pellet plier with rubberless mechanism. As you 
press them the jaws open and the pellet can be 
inserted into the tape.

Feedermaster - Method Feeder

Simply count the secons after the cast when 
the lead sinks to the bottom to determine the 
depth the retrieve and feel composition of the 
ground (gravel, sand...). Conform to CIPS.

Like above but for strong current.

item
no. 

order
no. 

Weight
g

141050 /000 20, 30, 40

5 blister, 3 per blister.

item
no. 

order
no. 

Weight
g

141050 /001 40, 60, 80

5 blister, 3 per blister.

bottoM Finder set - laKe: 20, 35, 40gr.

bottoM Finder set - river: 40, 60, 80gr.

Feeder doUble cliP

Feeder Micro swivel Mit PlUg

The feed basket is hooked into one side of the 
clip and the line on the other side. Weighs vir-
tually nothing; has no edges and makes the 
basket fly excellently. Cont. 10 pcs.

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size
Cap. kg

142010 /105 20 / 8kg

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size
Cap. kg

142060
/100 8mm / 6kg

/105 10mm / 8kg

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size

142010 /100 L

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size

142060

/200 XS, 14mm

/205 S, 16mm

/210 M, 18mm

Micro swivel

Micro swivel with sic gUide inlay

For a secure, non-twisting connection between 
the leader and the main line. Cont. 10 pieces.

Tip for assembling

Guide the main line through the mounted ring 
and fasten the feeder double snap onto the eye 
opposite to it. Now hang the basket onto the 
other side of the double snap and it is ready to 
use! The adapter is so small that it can pass 
through the guides. Cont. 5 pieces.

Arm is simply threaded onto the main line and 
–owing to its length (10 cm) – it permits the 
fish to take off without any resistance whatso-
ever when it picks up the bait. The line slides 
through a hole drilled in the guide sleeve. The 
feeder basket is simply hooked onto the cara-
biner swivel at the end of the adapter.

FeederMaster Free rUnning side arM

item- 
no.

order- 
 no.

125920 /001

item no. order no. Flavour, Cont. 100 g

185310

/075 Strawberry-red

/175 Scopex-yellow

/275 Mussel/Fish-green

/375 Blood/Liver-black

/475 Cocos/Crocant-white

diPs

The dips are of a tough, very sticky consistency. Plenty stays on and it is 
so firm that nothing is lost even when casts are made over long distances. 
In the water the dip slowly disintegrates and releases the ingredients for 
stimulating feeding evenly into the water over a long period of time.

item no. order no. Flavour, Cont. 120 g

185270

/006 Strawberry-red

/106 Scopex-yellow

/206 Mussel/Fish-green

/306 Blood/Liver-black

/406 Cocos/Crocant-white

item no. order no. Flavour, Cont. 120 g

185300

/000 Strawberry-red

/001 Scopex-yellow

/002 Mussel/Fish-green

/003 Blood/Liver-pink

/004 Cocos/Crocant-white

item no. order no. Flavour, Cont. 120 g

185280

/010 Strawberry-red

/110 Scopex-yellow

/210 Mussel/Fish-green

/310 Blood/Liver-black

/410 Cocos/Crocant-white

item no. order no. Flavour, Cont. 120 g

185260

/010 Strawberry-red

/110 Scopex-yellow

/210 Mussel/Fish-green

/310 Blood/Liver-black

/410 Cocos/Crocant-white

item no. order no. Flavour, Cont. 75 g

185260

/008 Strawberry-red

/108 Scopex-yellow

/208 Mussel/Fish-green

/308 Blood/Liver-black

/408 Cocos/Crocant-white

item no. order no. Flavour, Cont. 75 g

185270

/010 Scopex-yellow

/110 Strawberry-red

/210 Cocos/Crocant-white

item no. order no. Flavour, Cont. 100 g

185290

/010 Scopex-yellow

/110 Strawberry-red

/210 Cocos/Crocant-white

hooK Pellets 6 and 10 MM

Method Feeder dUMbbells 6 MM

Mini boilies 8 and 10 MM

hooK Pellets 6 MM

hooK Pellets 10 MM

Mini boilies 10 MM

Mini boilies 8 MM

hooK Pellet PoP UPs 10 MM / Mini boilies PoP UPs 10 MM

 Mini boilies PoP UP 10 MM

hooK Pellets PoP UPs 10 MM

Our hook pellets and mini boilies are gently steamed! By this method all the 
ingredients which stimulate feeding, such as amino acids, fishmeal and silk-
worms remain intact and are not cooked to rags. At the same time the pel-
lets and boilies become slightly rubbery and supple and even when cast over 
long distances they do not come off the pellet tape. 

By the mid inwardly curved shape the dumbbells pellets hold significantly 
safer in a wpellet ring than conventional pellets. Also our Dumbbells are 
gently steamed!

Hook pellets, pop-ups and mini pop-ups are produced according to the 
same formula and, just like their sinking counterparts, they are gently 
steamed.Popups, especially in garish colours, have proved their worth ex-
cellently in many tests, especially for Method Feeder fishing.
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Feedermaster accessories Feedermaster accessories

item- 
no.

order- 
 no.

Length 
mm

138750
/000 10 (Pinkies)

/100 15 (Maggots)

item- 
no.

order- 
 no.

Length 
mm

138760

/000 6

/100 8

/200 10

item- 
no.

order- 
 no.

Length 
mm

138750
/800 6

/200 11

item- 
no.

order- 
 no.

Length 
mm

138750
/900 6

/300 11

soFt PinKies / Maggots

soFt PinKies / Maggots FlUo

soFt corns

soFt corns FlUo

soFt casters / Maggots and PinKies soFt Maggots and PinKies JaPanese red

soFt MosQUito larvae

The bright-coloured maggots arouse the attention of the fish in cloudy wa-
ters. Very natural shape, 2 sizes, colours: yellow, orange, Japanese red and 
white. Content: 40 pieces, each colour 10 pieces.

Perfect for fishing in muddy water. Not floating. Content: 40 pieces.

Here the bright colours arouse the attention of the fish. The corn is also 
available in its natural colouring for clear waters. 3 sizes, colours: Maize 
natural, orange, Japanese red and white.
Content: 40 pieces, each colour 10 pieces.

Perfect for fishing in muddy water. Not floating. Content: 40 pieces.

Incredibly natural imitation of larvae/maggots in 4 different stages; In the 
form of a larva / maggot and caster in 3 different stages of pupation. 
Michael likes to use these casters especially over long distances because 
real casters often tend to fly off the hook unnoticed during casting. Size: 
11mm, Content: 40 pieces

The colour japanese red is also very catchy in fresh water.  
Content: 40 pieces.

Very natural imitation mosquito larvae Extra-soft and floating! Also very catchy 
in trout lakes. Contents: 40 units

Feedermaster Softbaits
Michael Zammataro’s latest creation: Imitation larvae, casters and corn 
made from buoyant soft rubber. 

The bait is combined with natural bait on the hook. Thanks to their 
 buoyancy they neutralise the dead weight of the hook and hence afford the 
genuine baits much more natural presentation.

item- 
no.

order- 
 no.

Colour

138750
/500 a nature

/600 b japanred

item- 
no.

order- 
 no.

Length 
mm

138750
/400 10 (Pinkies)

/700 15 (Maggots)

item- 
no.

order- 
 no.

Length 
mm

138760

/300 6

/400 8

/500 10

FloatiNg

FloatiNg

FloatiNg
FloatiNg

FloatiNg

FeederMaster ready Made rigs

FeederMaster ready Made rigs

QUicK change rig with bead
item-
no.

order-
no.

Length
cm

141060 /003 17

Feeder rig with looP
item-
no.

order-
no.

Length
cm

141060 /001 30

MonoFilaMent side arM Feeder rig
item-
no.

order-
no.

Length
cm

141060 /000 110 / 12

Free rUn Feeder rig
item-
no.

order-
no.

Length
cm

141060 /002 50

Michael’s successful assemblies are pre-tied 
for immediate use by the water. All the rigs are 
suitable for use both in flowing and still water.

Professional ready-made feeder rigs with nee-
dle-sharp OWNER hooks. Simply unwind from 
the winding board, tie it to the main line and 
you’re ready to start.

Our food form from page 236 fits for the 
Method Feeder Rig.

item
no. 

order
no.

Hook size / 
line diameter mm

weight
g

189840

/308 8 / 0,26 mm 30

/310 10 / 0,23 mm 30

/312 12 / 0,20 mm 30

189840

/408 8 / 0,26 mm 40

/410 10 / 0,23 mm 40

/412 12 / 0,20 mm 40

item
no. 

order
no.

Hook size / 
line diameter mm

weight
g

189790

/208 8 / 0.20 mm 20

/210 10 / 0.18 mm 20

/212 12 / 0.16 mm 20

189790

/308 8 / 0.20 mm 30

/310 10 / 0.18 mm 30

/312 12 / 0.16 mm 30

189790

/408 8 / 0.20 mm 40

/410 10 / 0.18 mm 40

/412 12 / 0.16 mm 40

189790

/508 8 / 0.20 mm 50

/510 10 / 0.18 mm 50

/512 12 / 0.16 mm 50

item
no. 

order
no.

Hook size / 
line diameter mm

weight
g

189850

/208 8 / 0.20 mm 20

/210 10 / 0.18 mm 20

/212 12 / 0.16 mm 20

189850

/308 8 / 0.20 mm 30

/310 10 / 0.18 mm 30

/312 12 / 0.16 mm 30

Method Feeder ready-Made rigoPen cage Feeder rig

Maggot Feeder ready-Made rig

ba
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Feedermaster bags

Feeder Master System:   
Michael Zammataro´s bag range!

The Feedermaster bag program impresses with 
first-class quality and many thoughtful details. 
You can see immediately that these bags were 
developed by anglers who are on the water every 
day and know what is important.

rUten hardcase with 3 coMPartMents

cool and bait bags

The bottom is made of a 
sturdy, waterproofed materi-
al

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W x H

119580 /030 170 x 30 x 26

rUten hardcase with 3 coMPartMentsThis hard case provides maximum protection for up to 3 mounted rods. 
In addition 2 large outer pockets for additional accessories. With extra 
large zippers. Material: 1200D oxford nylon.

cool bag xl cool bag

The cool bag in XL size with excellent isolation offers plenty of space for  
your bait. Material: PVC.

Perfect isolated cooler bag, ideal for storing your bait.
Material: PVC.

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W x H

119580 /010 41.5 x 35 x 33.5

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W x H

119580 /005 34.5 x 20.5 x 27

carP/ 
tench

barbel Method Feeder 
MUssel-Fish

Method Feeder
strawberry

Method Feeder
scoPex

Method Feeder
coKos-crocant

Method Feeder
blood liver

breaM 
yellow

roach

breaMblacK JacK

Readymade	feed	mixture	especially	for	feeder	fishing	in	flowing	and	still	
waters.
The aromas and colours are perfectly adapted to the respective target 
fish.	The	recipes	come	from	feeder	champion	Michael	Zammataro	and	
have a tremendous luring effect.
The	feed	is	quick	to	break	out	of	the	basket	and	keeps	the	fish	in	that	
place for a long time.

Michael Zammataro recommends the following combinations:

•	Blackjack and Roach
•	If a sticky food like the variety of Bream is to loosen it can be mixed with less sticky food like the 

varieties of Roach or Black Jack
•	If different kinds of fishes are expected you can combine a packet of Roach and a bag of Bream.

FeederMaster Food

Michael Zammataro´s Feedermaster food

Feedermaster - the feed developed by fee-
der-fishing champ Michael Zammataro

item-
no.

order-
no.

Packing unit
1000 g

184810

/001 Bream

/002 Bream yellow

/003 Carp/Tench

/004 Roach

/005 Black Jack

/006 Barbel

/007 MF Mussel-Fish

/008 MF Strawberry

/009 MF Scopex

/010 MF Cokos/Crokant

/011 MF Blood/Liver

Mix the food well in a bucket.   
Then gradually fill in some water and mix well. You may repeat this process several times.   
Now put the wet food on a sieve and press it through the sieve. You can repeat this process till the 
result meets your wishes.

note: The Method Feeder food has an extra high proportion of fish meal. In waters where regu-
larly is fished and fed with boilies this food attracts almost large bream and carp and is unbeatable! MF = Method Feeder

item
no. 

order
no.

Pellet
Diameter mm

184840
/002 2 mm

/003 3 mm

Micro PreMiUM halibUt Pellets, 2 and 3 MM

halibUt Pellets

High-quality halibut pellets measuring 2 mm and 3 mm with a high pro-
portion of fishmeal and proteins. Soak the pellets for about 2 to 3 minu-
tes in water and allow them to continue to absorb for a while. Then mix 
them with the moist Method Feeder feed and put them into the Method 
Feeder basket. Contents: 1000g.

rod case 3 + 1

Waterproof PVC material is 
sewn over the underside

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W x H

119060 /165 165 x 40 x 12

rod case For 4 rodsPadded rod backpack made from high-quality 840D Oxford nylon. 
Capacity for 6 assembled rods, one unassembled rod and larger accesso-
ries such as an umbrella, landing-net handle. Another external pocket for 
smaller tackle or our Feeder tube or the Feeder Case. Waterproof PVC 
material is sewn over the underside; it can be cleaned easy. The padded, 
adjustable back straps guarantee comfortable transportation.
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Feedermaster bagsFeedermaster bags

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W x H

119580 /004 25 x 15 x 12

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W x H

119580 /006 25.5x 14 x 22.5

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Length cm 

119090 /020 80cm

Tackle container with transparent lid and carrying handle. This makes it 
easy to lift out of a larger bag. The trick: Up to 6 containers fit perfectly 
into the new Tackle Bag. Material: PVC.

The smaller version of the Tackle Bag. It fits up to 3 of this bag in the  
large tackle bag. Material: PVC.

Provides space for up to 20 feeder tips. Using a water-resistant marker 
you can write the casting weight of every individual tip on the white PVC 
strips. The tips are easily fixed by means of Velcro® tape. Material: 840D 
Oxford nylon with PVC coating. Delivered without content.

Food-/bait bag

tacKle case

tacKle container

roll-UP sheath For Feeder tiPs: “tiP case”

Keep nets and net heads 
can be stored easily

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Diameter cm 
Height

119580 /003 Durchm.  38 / H:13cm

Food-/bait bag „bait bowl“

This bag is delivered including our food bowl.

Material: PVC.

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W x H

119580 /001 45 x28 x 29.5

Spacious carrying bag made of waterproof PVC and solid bottom made 
of indestructible PVC. Thanks to the special waterproof zippers, your 
contents remain dry even in constant and heavy rain. With fixable han-
dles and adjustable shoulder strap. It fits up to 6 of the containers or 3 
tackle cases in this bag. A great modular principle! Material: PVC.

tacKle bag

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W 

183500 /200 15.5 x10.5

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W 

183500 /300 14.5 x9.5

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Content
l

Size cm 
L x W x H

183500
/003 0.3 15 x 10 x 3

/006 0.6 15 x 10 x 6

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Content
l

Size cm 
L x W x H

183500
/103 0.3 15 x 10 x 3

/106 0.6 15 x 10 x 6

Extra-small vents, therefore also suitable for 
pinkies.

The lids do not have holes in order to pre-
serve the aroma of pellets and boilies.

The bait-box range goes well with Michael´s 
bags. Thanks to the adapters on the lids and 
the matching counterparts on the underside 
of the tins, these can be stacked securely. The 
lids close very precisely. All boxes are exactly 
co-ordinated with our two cooler bags.

See our Youtube-Video under: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=UC8nUime9Zs

Maggot boxes Pellet-/Microboilie boxes

FeederMaster® systeM bait boxes

Is there anybody who doesn’t know it? As soon 
as the maggot tin is a bit damp, maggots and 
pinkies start crawling up the sides. We’ve put 
an end to that now! The escape protection is 
simply clicked onto the tin. Delivered without 
box and content.

Fill the maggot box with water and casters; 
take out an appropriate quantity of casters and 
lay them on the sieve. The water drips off 
through the sieve. The tin can be locked for 
transportation, also with lid. Delivered without 
box and content.

Maggot escaPe ProtectionsPecial sieve For casters

 All bags are delivered without content.

KeeP net / net bag

Extra spacious bag for carrying net and landing net heads. The waterproof 
material and the waterproof zipper ensure that unpleasant odors and mois-
ture remain in the bag. Material: PVC.

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W x H

119580 /002 65 x 30 x 65

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Size cm 
L x W x H

183020
/002 18.5 x 20

/003 24 x 25

Foldable water bUcKet with line

Indispensable for fetching water on sheet-pile walls or embankments. 
Length of the cord 9.50m.

uNique modulaR 

coNcept
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item
no. 

order
no.

1 19640 /000

item
no. 

order
no.

1 65030 /100

item
no. 

order
no.

1 41130 /010

item
no. 

order
no.

1 19550 /000

item
no. 

order
no.

1 65020 /201

sPeci Feeder rest

FeederMaster Method Feeder rod rest

FeederMaster Feeder laMP

FeederMaster distance Finder

MUltiFUnctional table rest

Feeder rod rest with many resting points to meet your individual needs. 
With a folding joint for adjusting the angle of the rest.

Feeder rod rest made from moss rubber and with a left-hand thread. 
While Method feeder fishing the fish often hook themselves and take 
off at full speed, the special shape preventing the rod from being pulled 
off the rest. Ideal in combination with our tripod 1 65020/200.

In a lot of times feeder fishing is noticeably more catchy at dusk or after 
dark than during the day. However, the anglers must come up with new 
solutions in the form of mini chemical lights and so on to enable bite de-
tection. Now this is over: This new spotlight is simply mounted on a feeder 
arm or bankstick. When pushing the ON button it lights up the feeder tip 
and every bite is easily recognizable. The angle of the spotlight is adjustab-
le so that the light can be adjusted. Optionally 2 light levels are adjustable. 
Operation with 3 AAA batteries (not included).

Our Distance Finder is an essential accessory enabling accurate measure-
ment of the set fishing distance. It also makes it possible to always find 
the pre-fed fishing location even if the line breaks. There are 4 colour-
marked special clamps which can be used to set different fishing distanc-
es. This is extremely helpful in tandem fishing or when feeder-fishing 
with multiple rods. The two aluminium rods are positioned in such man-
ner that the kink in the aluminium rod (the so called line catch range) 
points towards the inside. 

This extendable table is an ideal aid for all seated anglers. It takes up no 
extra space during transportation and it can be pulled out on both sides 
on the bank. Underneath there is a thread enabling you to screw it onto 
any bank stick or, even better, onto our tripod.  
The table has different compartments for storing away bait, accesso-
ries, food etc. in an organised manner. Size unfolded: 49 x 18cm.

Delivered without Tripod.

item
no. 

order
no.

1 65020 /100

item
no. 

order
no.

1 65020 /200

triPod with rod rest

Universal triPod with thread

Telescopic aluminium tripod and foldable rod rests.  
Height: 50-90 cm.

Telescopic aluminium tripod with a left-hand thread for fixing on bite in-
dicators and rod forks etc. Ideal together with our multifunctional table.  
Adjustable height: 50-105 cm.

edition Feeder rod rests

Feedermaster accessories / Feeder accessories Feeder accessories

ZaMMataro carbon landing net Pole

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Sections Length m

180900 /330 3 3.30

ZaMMataro carbon landing net Pole extension

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Sections Length m

180900 /120 1 1.10

3-sectionend put over landing net pole made of lightweight carbon. The 
connection parts are strengthed, the thread fixed by rivet is made of 
brass. Weight:  270 gr.

With the put over extension part made of carbon the landing net pole 
can be lengthen up to 4.40m.

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Sieve ø cm
Mesh width mm

183470 /125 38 cm / 3.5 mm

item- 
no.

order- 
no.

Content
l

183470 /025 25

Feed sieve

Feed bUcKet, 25 litres

Fits perfectly onto our feed bucket. The chief attraction of this sieve: it 
can be placed exactly(!)in and not on the bucket. Hence the sieve can be 
transported in the bucket, including the tray, with the lid completely 
closed. Conventional sieves have to be transported separately.

Professional feed bucket with removable tray and an overlapping cover 
which prevents moisture from entering the bucket.

top iNNovatioN

item
no. 

order
no.

1 65030 /200

FeederMaster eva Feeder rod rest

Professional rod rest made from soft moss rubber and with a left-hand 
thread. Ideal in combination with our tripod 1 65020/200.


